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GENEK  SUMMARY

Energy Policy
Energy policy in Ireland has varied over time and it is i)robal)ly

fair to say it has largely been detennined by tile predominant
problenl of tile monlent. When world oil prices julnped

dmnl:itically in 1974 :rod again in 1979, there were fears Ih:ll prices

would remain high indefinitely and that oil was a rapidly depleting

resource. Huge efforts were made to diversify away from oil, with

active encou~lgenlenl to burn coal and turf in the home and to

use it [’or solid fuel central heating. Coal and gas I)urning power

Sl:llions for electricily genemlion replaced oil fuelled stations. But
:is Ihe years passed oil prices (in real terms) declined greatly from

their peaks, predictions of the imminent del)letion of oil reserves

proved premature, to say the least, and energy cost did not prove

a limiting constl’aint on Irish economic growth. In recent years

there has been growing concern about adverse environmental

iml)aClS of the processing and consumption of energy. This has
resulted, at both national and European Union level, in actions

restricting uses of some fuels and agreement on nleasures to

reduce carbon dioxide (and other greenhouse gas) emissions and
the hypothesised consequent global warming.

In principle, energy policy could be I’ocused oil any of several,

prol)al)ly not entirely compatil)le, objeclives or, perhaps more

realistically: could seek a balance I>eiween them. Tile objeclives

could include: minimisalion of national energy costs; maintaining
m:iximum security of supply; minimising negative exlernalities,

especially damage Io the environment; safeguarding household

welfare and perhaps even nlainlaining employment in regions vm3,
del)endent on energy utilities. As already said, the environmenlal

aspect seems currently dominant and the Sl)ecifications of the
Kyoto agreement, to which the EU is parly, could already be

considered to conlmil Ireland to :lit:lining quite restrictive levels of

carbon dioxide emissions by 2009-12. Bul measures to :ichieve
environmental welfare could easily conflict with Ihe other

ol)jectives. However, this paper will not tW to address the

fornlidable task of determining optinmnl energy policy. The paper
is largely an eiicltafion of wh:ltever inl.omlalion tile Household

Budget Survey can provide al)oul key paran~elers and relalionships
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in the household energy sector. This will ,’it least provide some

building blocks for future policy analysis.

Household

Energy ,and the
Household

Budget Survey

In 1994 there were 1.05 million households in the Republic with

average household size of 3.28. This household sector obviously

uses a lot of energy in total, but it is still just a portion of Irish

energy consumption and it is as ’,’,,ell to commence by placing that
portion in perspective. Househokl energy use, defined as that

required for poveer, light and heat in domestic dwellings,
constituted some 28 per cent of national final energy demand.

Other economic sectors consume more energy and The Economic

and Social Research Institute (ESRI) has previously shown that, on

present trends, the greatest increase in consumption will be

attril)utable to private motor transport. But the household sector is

still important. As regards greenhouse gases, for example, UK
research has produced estimates of an average (per household in

1996) of 7.5 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions from dwellings in

Great Britain and a corresponding average of 16.7 tonnes for

Northern Ireland (the much greater value largely due to lack of

access to nalLnal gas, which has a much lov,,er carbon intensity
than oil or solid fuels). Average carbon dioxide emissions from

dwellings in the Republic can be taken to lie between these

figures.

The l-lousehold Budget Survey is undertaken at seven year
intel~,als, the i]lost iecen[ being that conducted between mid-1994

and mid-1995. It had a sample size of nearly eight thousand
participating households and measured expenditures on a

comprehensive range of household commodities, including fuels,

as well as recording possessions of household durables and

powered appliances. The principal fuels are - Piped Gas,

FJectricity, Coal, Turf, Oil and Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG).
There are other minor components of household energy

expenditures, such as candles, firelighters and kindling, but they

are vim]ally negligible in overall expenditure terms. The survey

also recorded the economic, educatiorml, social and demographic
characteristics of the households themselves, and also physical

characteristics of the dwellings such as age, size, structural type,

possession of a gas connection, etc. So househokl energy
expenditure can be rehned to a wide range of explanatory factors.

Changes over time can be investigated by comparing the survey

with its predecessor of 1987.

Finclings and
Conclusions

Energy expenditure averaged £15 per week, or 4.8 per cent of

total household expenditure, with expenditure on electricity, being
over 40 per cent of the total. Between 1987 and 1994 energy
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expenditure increased by 5.3 per cent in real tenns, compared
with a 15.5 per cent increase in total household expenditure, but

this masks nlore dninlatic changes between sectors and fuel

shares. For urban househokls energy expenditure increased by just

a little over 1 per cent, while for rural households it increased by

12 per cent. Expenditure on Gas rose I)y 97 per cent and on Oil

by 110 per cent (86 per cent in urban and 153 per cent in rural
areas), while expenditures on coal, turf and LPG fell substantially.

These patterns resuhed from time increased prevalence of central

heating, tile growth o1" lhe natural gas industry and disapproval of

"dirty" fuels. In 1987 half of all houses l)ossessed full central

heating and by 1994 Ihat had increased to over two-thirds.

However, this is cerlainly not yet tile saturation level and tile

scope for fun.her increase is evident from the 87 per cent
possession rote in Norlhern Ireland dwellings in 1996.

This increase in central heating was greater for rural than for

urban households (a catching up process) and this, along with the

unavailability of piped gas in rural areas, explains the huge
increase 111 rul’al oil (]ellli.llld, II1 urbalm households imev¢ central

heating installations (and switches from solid fuel syslems, which

declined substantially Jim nunlbe]) were split Ix~tween gas and oil
systems. In 1987, 5.4 per cent of Ilouseholds had gas fuelled

central heating, while 13.3 per cent had an oil based system and

by 1994 time corresponcling figures were 21.1 per cent and 24.6 per

cent reslxxctively. The legislative restrictions on smoky fuels in
urban areas also had impoflant efl~cts. Coal expencli/ure declined

between 1987 and 1994 by 39 per cent in urban, coral)areal with
14 per cent in rural areas, while turf, because briquettes had been

exempted from tile legislation, declined by only 5 per cent in

tlrban, conmpared with 15 per cent ill rtll’al areas. There was

another "catching Ul)" process of rural to urban :is regards

possession of electrically powered consumer durables and this was.
reflected in tile relative increases in eleclricily expenditures - up

29 per cent for rural as compared with 3 per cent for urban

households.

In spite of tile increases I~etween 1987 and 1994, overall levels

of possession of cenlral heating and o[ SOllle constlmer du~lbles

were still, as mentioned earlier, well short of saturation in time

latter year. This, in conjunction with tile high level of new
household formation of recent years, which can be expected to

continue for the years immediately ahead, suggests thal these
Irends of increasing overall energy constllmlption and demand for

oil and gas will conlinue. Of course, if saturation al)i)roaches, the

rate o1" new househokl formation will b,dcome tile key detenninanl

of the household sector’s demands for oil, gas and electricity. The
bakmce I)etween furore demand for oil and gas will depend, not
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only on relative price, but on household location and availabiliW
of gas connection,

Frequency of gas connection was related to wpe of housing in

the 1994-95 survey. The higher frequencies occurred for Semi-
detached (+Terraced) houses (32 per cent) and for apamnent

blocks (20 per cent). For houses built between 1918 and 1970, the

incidence of gas connection exceeded a third. Tiffs fell to about ] 5

per cent for subsequent house construction up to 1985, but

increased again to 24 per cent for houses buih between then and

the survey. Gas connected houses had a higher proportion of

central heating (84 per cent) than had houses without gas
cormection (68 per cenO. In the former, tim system of cenmd

heating was predomirmritly (91 per cen0 gas, while in the latter,

oil fuelled systems were most frequent (50 per cenO. Hoveever,

since only a minority of houses ".,.,ere gas connected (26.3 per cent
of urban or 17.9 per cent of all), oil based systems were more

frequent (38 per cent) than gas fuelled systems (29 per cent) in

urlxm areas. [zl’equency of centr.li healing WaS strongly related to

type of housing. Of detached and semi-detached houses, 77 per

cent and 72 per cent possessed central heating, as did 50 per cent
of househokls living in large aparmmnt blocks. For households

living in small apartment blocks the percemage fell to 27 per cent

and was lower still for bed-sitters and other accommodalion. Oil
was by far Ihe most frequent heating fuel in detached houses

(rural are included, of course), while gas was slightly more

frequent tlaan oil in semi-detached houses (33 per cent as

compared to 31 per cent). Only in apartments was electric cenlral
Ileating relatively frequent. It was the commonest system (50 per

cen0 for households living in small apartment blocks and the

second most frequent for households living in large apartment
blocks (33 per cent), or converted :q~ann~ents (25 per cen0,

following oil systems in both cases (with 37 per cent and 41 per

cent respectively). As might be expected, older houses had lower

possession of central heating, while about 80 per cent of dwellings

dating from 1960 to 1984 now have it. Since 1986, few dwellings
have been constructed without it.

Although possession of cenmd heating has become more

prevalent in all social classes, it is still income related. There is

over 90 per cent possession in the "higher" social groups such as
"higher professional" and "self employed", falling to around 50 per

cenl at the "lower" end for such as unskillecl in:nltlaL Perhaps

more imerestingly, the higher social groups favour oil or gas - the
clean, convenient, fuels. Other fuels and backboiler based systems

I>ecome more COllltllOn with lov.,er social groups.

Average energy expenditure by mini householcls exceeded thai
for urban households, although rural incomes veere some’,vh.’n

lower and tlae "catching up" as regards central heating and
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possession of electrically powered consumer durables had not

quite achieved equality. The explanation does not seem to lie with

differences in the fuel mix, although this did vaW considerably
between tlrl)an and i~.lr~.lI because of the iIeslrictions on smoky

fuels in the former and the unavailability of gas in the huter. The

greater frequency of older houses in rural areas and the far greater

frequency of detached houses seems Io increase the expense of

home heating, ahhough there i11ay lye other possible explanations
Stlch -’IS grealef OCCtlparlCy of I’kll’a] honles during the day.

Quantification of the relationship between household

expenditures on fuels add illconle is necessary for certain

purposes (for example, for detailed forecasting) and can lye

achieved by estimating income elasticities. The income elasticity of

energy is defined as the percentage increase in electricity

expenditure, given a one lyer cent increase ill illCOllle. The
elasliciiies of fuels are defined similarly. F.lectricity, the most

illlpOl’talll fuel in temls of overall expenditure, was found to have
an income elasticity of .35. A ¢loubling of income (assuming price

tmchanged) would increase electricity consumption by 35 per

cent. The inconye elasticilies of gas and oil were relatively high, at
.75 and 1.05 respectively. Energy is usually thought of as a

necessity, which nomlally implies a low, [)tit positive, income
elasticity, as in the case of eleclricity. The reason for the high

figures 129r gas and oil is that possession of a clean system of

central heating is vel3, definitely an aspiration of every household

:is income increases. Gas is largely a central heating fuel and oil

(within households) is almost entirely so. On Ihe other hand, for

coal. turf and I.PG. expenditures fall with higher incomes, so that

tim income elasticities are all negative, being -.29, -.30 and -.32
respectively. The income elaslicily lot overall energy was .25.

Household size elasticities (how energy consumption changes with

family nutlabeis) were also investigated, bul were tistialiy snl:lll

:lnd certainly so for overall ellelgy.

Relevance for

Enert4y Policy

Taking the ~,Jew thai tile ellvirolllllelltaJ aspect should dolllillale,

because of the concern about global wamaing and the Kyoto
agreement, future carbon dioxide emissions are of greal interest.

The recent ESRI Mediunl-Teml Review of the Irish economy

forecasts the numlyer of households increasing by ziS,000 per year
for a decade and also predicts a doubling of disposal)le income

over tile S[lllle [yelIjOd. 13ecause of the low inconle elasticity, a

doi.d31ing of income wotild imply only :l 25 lyer cent increase in

energy COIlSkllllptiOll. However, taken with the increase in ill_lnlber

of households, Ihe seclor’s energy use would grow by around 80
lYel. cent. It may well lye lYlausil;)le thai future household size will



Ix smaller, on average, than currently, but hardly by enough to
make much difference, given the small size elasticity found.

The 80 per cent increase in energy consumption need not

translate into a corresponding increase in emissions. All fuels,
except for electricity, contribute directly to carl)on dioxide

emissions with the fossil fuels - oil, coal and turf - having the

higher concentrations and, as the UK emissions figures show, this
can make a big difference. However, except for oil, consumption

of fossil fuels has Ixen shown to decline with income and also, as

has been mentioned, almost all newly constructed dwellings

elnl~dy central heating, predominantly gas or oil based systems.

So as regards increased direct contributions to carbon dioxide
emissions, attention can effectively be confined to oil and gas.

Actually, the validity of these statemen~ could depend on the
relative prices of fuels remaining constant and the subject of price

changes will Ix returned to.

Gas, with i~ lower carbon dioxide emissions, is an ahemative

cenmd heating fuel when gas connection is available. For
households within areas se~,ed by the existing gas grid,

availability may still depend on the type of building containing, or

constituting, the dwelling. In apartment bilks, as has Ixen

pointed out, not only oil, but also electrical, central heating
systems were more frequent in 1994-95 than gas systems. More

imlmrtantly, availability depends on spatial l~ation. Access to the

gas grid is not available in areas currently considered mini, I)ut it

is probably true to suppose that most new d‘.velling construction
will oecur as new estates of houses or aparlmert~. If these estates

are close to the existing gas grid, as they ",’,,ill be if they are
extensions to current tlrban areas, connection should not be a

difficulty. The exl)loitation of the new gas field off County Mayo

¯ .’,,ill prol)ably add considerably to the grid, especially if the
potential Northern ireland market is accessed, and make piped gas
availal)le to some towns currently without access. Even in the case

of a Iown, distant from existing grids, a profit motivated gas utility
could be expected to invest in the necessary grid exlensJon if the

potential sales volume justified it.

I-Iov,,ever, even the primacy of the environmental objective
would not necessarily warrant Slate subsidisatiola of grid

extensions in cases where the industry would not otherwise

undertake them. I.PG also has relatively low cad)on dioxide
emissions and subsidies or other inte~,entions could counter the

tendency, already mentioned, for it to Ix substituted by oil as

incomes increase. Where safety considerations and constructional

constraints, not lack of gas illaJll proximity, is the barrier to

connection, regulating for larger al)artment blocks, or grant aiding
provision of regulation compliant gas heating in smaller blocks

might be possibilities. But all inte~,entions to encourage gas



consunlption could conflict v,,ith other policy objectives and

perhal)s State involvement in gas promoUon should go no further

than ensuring that tile gas industry is efficient and competitive.

The industry ikself coulcl then I~ expected to extend tile grid to its

economic OplinlUlll and tO defend its owll interests with the

house/apartment construction industry. Other State efforts might

be devoted to reducing emissions through encouraging efficient

energy use and consen,ation nleasures, sucJl as instlJation elc.

However, previous ESRI research found the uptake of reasonably

straightfo~varcl,    and    apparently    economically    attractive,

conse~,ation measures to I)e disappointing, ahhough some

Northern Ireland findings are more positive.
Turning to indirect contributions to emissions, household

electricity use does not contribute to tile problem directly, but the

generation of that electricity will do so, with the vohlme of carbon

dioxide greatest if the power stations employ fossil fuels. "File

household sector does make a St.ll)stanticl[ contribution to (lenlanc[

for electricity as it is the fuel on which household expenditure is
greatest (over 40 per cent of household energy expenditure).

Assuming new household formation at tile rate already specified

and a doubling of incomes, tile income elasticity of .35 suggests an

95 per cent increased electricity demand. However, this elasticity
largely derives from increases in the household stocks of e[ectricily

imwerecl appliances and saturation is conceivable. The 1994-95

situation was still well short of satumtiol’l, but stocks will have

increased since then and a doubling of income over lhe next
decade will probably leave veW few households without all the

currem electrically pov.,ered household appliances well Imfore

2010. So an estimate of an 80 per cent increase seems more

plausible, l~tlt it might underestimate. Saturation may not be

inevitable, I~eause there must be some likelihood that new
electricity powered appliances will be invented and marketed. Nor

can it be known in advance how energy intensive they might be.

If reduction of carbon dioxide emission levels is approached

through a strategy of switching fossil fuel powered electricity

generation to gas powered, some increase ill electricity price
would resuh and this wotlld decrease household consumption

somewhat, but prol)ably by veFy little. Most studies have found

eleclricity demand to be insensitive to price, because household
electricity dem:md derives from possession of appliances, for most

of which there is no substitute fuel. However, this is not a topic on

which the Household Budget Survey (HBS) is parlicularly
informative, as prices, unlike incomes, do not vary Imtween

households.
I)iscussing price marks an appropriate point to leave the

emissions policy objective and briefly consider the implications of

tile HBS resuhs for the other objectives. The objective of
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minin]is:llion of national energy costs has to be interl)reted in the

context of possible changes in world fuel prices and patterns of

supply. This implies switching between fuels if relative prices

change substand:dly. As already mentioned, after the oil price

hikes of 1974 and 1979, gre.’lt efforts ’,,,,ere made to diversify away

fronl oil, towards coal and turf and gas. (G~tnts ;-,,ere even p.’fid to
inst:dl fireplaces and chimneys in houses constructed without them

in the preceding cheap oil era.) The subsequent 17.dl in oil prices
and concern about F, olluted urban air changed all that again.

Now:~days, the household sector Ires now become very dependent

on gas, oil and electricity. If the emissions policy objective is truly
the supreme priority, the dependency on gas will become ever

gret~ter Ibrough its direct use in householcls and for the generalion

of household electricity,. In these circumstances, the consequences

of a big gas price bike could be iust as economically d:Hnaging as
were the oil price increases in the past.

Similar con’iments apply to maint:dning naaximum security of

supply, although further gas finds around the Irish coast might

help in this regard. As regards bousehold welf:tre, it is :l quite

tenable argtllllellt Ill:at providing income support wllere necessal~,
and promoting efficiency, and competition lyetween the v:~rious

fuel suppliers is the lyest stnLteg, y. The objective of maintenance of

employnaenl in some energy rel:llecl :lreas (13ord Na M6na, for
example), can have little value in itself in current Irish

circumstances of I:ll)our shortages, althotlgb sonle such

na:Jintenance might follow from :~ wish to retain ,a diversity, of

energy sources. Here again the issue of the priorities of the
objectives of minimising cost and security of supl)ly arise. Much

hangs on whether the specifications of the Kyoto agreement are to

lye t:Jken as truly binding, or as already unattainable tzirgets.

Ahhough it "a,ould be much easier to assess the implications of

findings from the Household Budget SuP,,ey (or any other source)
for energy policy if priorities were clear, it cannot lye the role of

this paper to formulate such priorities.



1. ]_NTRODUCTION

1.1

Energy and the

ECOllOi11y

Long before global warming was perceived as a threat to

Imm:ulity’s future, the topics of energy provision and consumption

have been of considerable, and sonletimes overwhelming, inmrest

to the Irish COllStllller. This IS not only I)ecause the citizen n]LlSt

purchase some energy directly in the form of gas, electricity or
other fuels, but also because energy is an essential input in|o file

production of almost all other goods and sen, ices and its price

feeds dlrough to theirs. Indeed, for industries where the energy

inl)ut is i)arlicularly imt)orianl, price changes can seriously affect

coinl)etiliveness, especially since heland depends on iml)orts for
I)7 far tile grealesl p:irl of its prinlary energy. In consequellce,

even the enlploynlenl Of some citizens could Ix afiecled by sllocks

to worlcl energy prices. So in the past, i)ublic interest in energy

policy lilt high points when world oil prices jumped dramatically

in 197zi and 1979-80. Fears I]tal prices ’,vol.lld renlain high
indefinitely and that oil reserves were a ml)idly depleting resource

led to debates centring around how to mitigate the damage to

living st:mdards and how to diversify the Rml mix away from oil.
These Ihemes are evident in publications of Ihe period; for

example, Nichol (1978-79) and Scoli (1980).

Oil prices (in real terms) soon declined greatly from their
I)eaks, predictions of the imminent depletion of fossil fuels i)roved

prenlature, to say tile least, and energy cosl did not prove a

IhllilJng constraint oll Irish economic growth. However, energy and

its price :ire still important through input costs to tire productive

sector and expendilures on conlmodllies I)y the household sector.
Bul lhere has also been an ever growing concern about adverse

environmelltal impacls of Ihe processing and constlnlplion of

energy. This has resuhed, al both national and Eurol)ean Union
level, in actions rcslriciing uses of some fuels and agreement oil

measures that could have far reaching consequences. Perlmps the

most crticial relate to carl)on dioxide (and other greenhouse gas)

emissions and the hypothesised consecluent global warming. Since
lhe EU is party to Ihe Kyoto agreement, Ireland could already be

considered conlmitte([ to altailling quite restrictive levels of such

emissions by 2009-12. In the come.,a of rapid economic growth in

recent years and our projected level of futuiv growth, these iml)ly
subslantial difficuhies. The problems and the i)olicy measures that

mighl be employed have been discussed in Conniffe, Fitz Gerald,

Scou and Shortall (1997). It is clear that, even if motivations have
change(I solne,,vh:ll, tile relalionshiI) between energy use anti

econolllJc growth renlaJns of colnpellJng illleresl.



Irish studies of the energy to economic activity relationship

have been very largely conducted at aggregate, or economy wide,

rather than sectom[ level. These studies have also tried to
encapsulate the conlplex interactions of energy with other factors

into relationships bep.veen just a few summary statistics. For

example, Scott (1978-79) related total national energy consumption

to GDP and energy price, using data over 20 years to 1977.
Conniffe and Scott (1990) considered the component fuels making

up total energy, but again at aggregate annual level, employing

dam over 28 years from 1960 to 1987. Conniffe el al. (1997)

repeated these analyses using the extra data accunlulated up to

1995. However, as is discussed in Conniffe (1993), the aggregate
relationship of energy consumption to GDP is not at all

straightforward and seems to be evolvir~g with time. Olle reason is

that different relationships could be expected to holel in different
sectors. Increased output of the naanufacturing sector, associated

with national economic growth, could drive an increasing energy

demancl. One woukl also expect a positive relationship to hold in

the services sector, I)ut hardly an identical one. "l]m tmnsl)ort and

household sectors could show yet different relationships, while

output in the agricultural sector could even be stagnant. Different
relationships within sectors could be compatible with a stable

overall average relationship Ixetween energy and GI)P, if the
relative impoixance of the sectors remained unchanged, l~,ut the

strtlcture of the Irish economy has evolved enomlously since the
1960s and this is certainly a cause of difficuhies with the aggregate
relationship.’

Ideally, energy consumption should I)e studied within each

major economic sector and the overall picture deduced from the
findings. However, the difficuhy of obtaining satisfactory data for

some sectors has deterred any conll)rehensive apl)roach along
these lines. In H~eir study on possible costs of controlling

greenhouse gases, Conniffe el al. (1997) did separate out the

tnmspon sector, because of the special importance of vehicle

emissions, but all other sectors ,.’,,ere aggregated. As regards energy

in the househokl sector, with which this publication is concerned,
the Central Stalistics Office’s Household Budget Su~,ey (HI:IS) does

contain all the required data for the period in which the survey is

conducted. Also, Ihe Cenlml Statistics Office, subiect to guarding
resl)ondents’ anonymity, has no’,’., adopted a policy of making the

basic data from its recent surveys available to researchers.

Previously only aggregated level data were available. So it is now

opportune to investigate energy in the household sector in detail.

Unfortunately, the Household Budget Survey it is only conducted
at seven year intervals, with the most recent being in 1994-95.: As

i There can Ix: olhcr factors causing instability in the aggregate energy to GI)I)

it2[aliol~shlp 1~,2~i¢les Ih~ q2hanging ~2cIOr:l[ conlp¢l~ilioll of Ihlz ecol~l~nly. Thc~c ar~

discussed in Conrdffc (1993).
i The Central SlalisliC~ Office int~nd rectucing the inlervals l~lween ~;tlr~’eys to five

years.



will be discussed in lamr chapters, dlis does limit the deduclions

that can Ix drawn from the survey, I)ut it is still the best single

source available.

1.2

Energy, time
Household

Sector and the
Household

Budget Survey

In 1994-95 there were 1.05 million households in the Rel)ul)lic

with average household size of 3.28. This household sector

obviously uses a lot of energy in total, but it is still just a portion of

Irish energy consumption and it is :is well to commence by placing

thai i)onion in perspective. Figures quoled will continue to refer to

the survey period of 1994-95. hehmd’s primary energy requirement

was approximately 11 million Ionnes of oil equivalent CrOE),
which included fuels employed in generating electricity. Most
imported coal was used for this purpose :is was most natural gas

and half of domestically produced turl~ I’~inal energy demand

(which excludes fuel employed in prcxJucing other fuel) anlounled

to some 8 million TOE, :is Losses occur in fuel trallsforlnalion.
Energy reqnirelnents in the household sector, defined :is energy

used in the home for power, light and heat. constituted some 28

per cent of this.
II coukl lye argued thai a conlponenl from the transport sector,

thai corresponding to energy used on non-lytlsiness nlotorJllg and

mlvel, should lye counted :is part of household energy. The

component is YeW substantial and would nearly donl)le household
energy constimption in 1994-95. In addition, Conniffe el al. (1997)

have forecast that prk,ate motoring energy consumption will, on its

o%vn, become larger tllan any olher seclor, because Ihe stock of

cars is expected to rise to over 1.6 million lyy 2010. It is also true

that the Household Budget Survey does contain much information
about car ownership, expenditures oil the vehicles and also on

molor fuels. However, it is prolyably better to invesligate private

motoring in :l wider context, I)ecatlse there are inlenlclions

between private :rod business motoring and between private :lnd

public transport. In acidition, the econonlic prosperity of recent

years has led to a huge increase in new car registrations and the
1994-95 HBS is probably more out of date in regard to tile stock

and vintage of motor cars than it is for any other COlnmodity. A

study of transport related ellergy use would need to also elnploy

data frolll other sources (excise records for nlotor fuels, elc.) that
may well be less detailed, but more up to date. So this study will

I)e confined to energy used for household power, light and heat.

There have been analyses of past rounds of the Household

Budgel Survey thai have reported the relationsl~ip of energy
consumption, and of its component fuels, to household income

and household size. The authors included I.eser (1964), who
worked on data from the 1951-52 FIBS; Praischke (1969), who
used the 1965-66 HBS; alld Murphy (1975-76), who eml)loyed the

1973 su~.’ey. However, die HBS i-eco~mls expenditures oil a

comlyrehensive ~inge of household commodities and these studies
%%,ere concerned %vith the general breakclown of hotlsehold

expenditure on :ill gocx:ls and services and were not particularly
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inlerestecl in energy more than any other commodity. Also the

atlthors (apart fronl the last named, who was an employee of the

CSO) did not have access to household level data, but had to work
at a much more aggregated level, using either published CSO

tables, or specially provided compilations. So their investigations

of energy exlyendimres and tile interrelationships with
characteristics of the households were much less derailed than is

now feasible. Conniffe and Scott (1990) made some use of the

1980 and 1987 surveys, but again did nol have access to

household level data and chose to base their main analyses and
conclusions on national aggregate time series data. Many of the

analyses that will be describecl in this publication would not have
been ix)ssible in the past.

The Householcl Buclget Survey had a sample size of nearly

eight thousand participating households and, as already
mentioned, it records expenditures on a comprehensive ~dnge O1

household commodities and sen, ices. 11 also records the eCOllOnlic,

educational, social and demographic characteristics of the

hotlseho]ds themselves, :is well as possessions of household

durables and appliances, powered by electricity or other fuel.
Char:mterislics of the dwellings are also available in terms of age,

size: Stll.iCtLlral type: possession of a gas connection, etc. So

household energy expenditure can lye related to a wide range of
faelors, lyesides those characteristics, SLIch aS family size and

income, that are obviously very relevant. Most of the analyses that

are reported in the subsequent chapters of this report are only

based on the 199zi-95 Household Budget Survey, btlt some use is

made of data from tile 1987 survey for comparative purl~oses.

Energy expenditure can itself lye broken clown into expenditure

on the six component fuels: Piped Gas, Electricity, Coal, Turf, Oil
and Liquefied Petroleum Gas. There are other minor eomlxments

of household energy expenditures, such as candles, firelighlers and

kindling, but they are virtually negligible in overall expenditure
terms. When looking at tile mix of individual fuels within

households, the availability of information at incliviclual household

level is essential for inlbrmative analyses. For example,
investigating expenditure on gas in households has to take accotlnt

of access to gas nlain connection, which can depend on Ihe age,

location and type of constrtmtion of the dwelling. Again, relative

expenditures on fuels will delyend on possessions of appliances

utilising them and, in particular, on the lylYe of central heating, if

any, installed in lhe dwelling.
It may lye worth mentioning that the 1994-95 Household

Budget Survey also tried to record quantities of fuels in physical
measures such as kilograms (for coal), litres (for oil) and units for

electricity. But these are clifficuh to nlake use of and can even lye

nlisleadJng, I)ecause COnll)Ositions nlay not be homogenous. For
example, coal includes smokeless coal, smoky coal, and slack and

lhese have different calorific values and prices. An aggregation,

using prices as weights, to expenditure on coal makes more sense

than an aggregation by weight. It is also awkward to compare



consulnl)tions of rival fuels in tenlls of kilograms v litres, or units v
bales, and a common unit of measurement is needed. Again,

considering oread] household energy constlnlption requires such a

common unit to pernlit aggregation over fnels. Finally, in the HBS
the recorded expenditures are USLI~III~ nlore reliable th~in :ire

recorded quantities and, .’it tile data processing stage, the Central
Statistics Office sometimes replace the latter by imputed quantities

obtained by dividing exper~diture by price. For these reasons> the

authors cited earlier investigated energy consumption in

expenditure terms and this study will clo likewise.

1.3
h-~conle

Elasticities of
Fuels ancl

Overall

Household

Energy

In studies of commodity demand, one very frequently calculated

summary statistic is the irtcome elastic:O* of expenditure oil tile

commodity. This is defined :is the percentage increase in

conlnlodily expenditure given a one per cenl increase in inconle.

It is obviously aveW useful statistic in the case of energy, because
it can I)e used IO deduce Ihe implications for energy consunli)tion

of various inconle projections or forecasts. When obtained fol" each

fuel, Ihe set of elasticities can suggest how tile mix of fuels making

up household energy may evolve with income change. Incleed, the
nlain content of tile references cited in the previous section

cons:sled in the estinlalioll of income elasticities from the various

rounds of tile Household Budget Survey using tile aggregated data
available. As already mentioned, fuel quantities ’.,,,ill not I:m

employed, btlI it is worth noting thal the income elasticity of

quanlily consumecl is identical to that of expeilcliture in the

absence of price variation.

F.laslicities could conceivably vary with the type of household

and ex:lmining tile extent of these variations could i3ermit more
refined forecasls or even i’eveal biases ill the aggregated estimates.

In the past the unavaikll)ility of householcl level data limited tile

extent to which this could be investigated and attention was
usually restricted to taking some account of the nunlber of people

in the households. With the data currently available, much more
invest:gallon is possible. In particular, the possibly distorting

effecls on elasticity estimation of the fuel allov,,ances available to
cerlain types of householcls can be lakell i111o HccoulI[.

Pcrh:lps :ll Ihis point :l subslantial limitation of Ihe 1994-95 HBS

data should be admitted. Becatlse tile Stll%’ey %vas conducted over

a rel:uively short time period (July 1994 to June 1995) anti Ix:cause

Irel:ind is a small country, there is very little variation in I\tel

prices. Energy demand is affected by price and Ihe relative prices

of fuels can, :it least in the long term, affect the fuel mix greatly.

So il would I-,e interesting to derk,e price elasticities as well as
income elasticities, [)tit Ihis cannot be done from the 1994-95 clara.

Adding in tile d:il:i from past suP.,eys might seem to offer a
solution, but there is tile problem of lack o1 household level clara

and also the fact that, with seven year gaps~ structu~ll ch:lllges in

tile household sector would be confounded with price changes.
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1.4
Topics of Later

Chapters

Chapter 2 discusses the volume and composition of expenditure

on household energy in 1994-95 and the changes that had

occurred since 1987 in overall energy consunaption and in the fuel

mix. Explanations are sought through the effects of some major
determining factors, such as income, location, possession of central

heating and the legal restrictions on certain fuels in ud)an areas.

The importance of the availability of gas connection and type of

central heating on the composition of the fuel mix will become
apparent. So Chapter 3 examines gas connection in terms of

location, family composition, social group of Imousehold, type of

building and year of construction. Possession of central heating is

also analysed in the light of these chamcterislics. Further analyses

look at the frequencies of time variously fuelled central heating
systems, how these are affected by the household characteristics

and the implications for energy expenditure. "l’here is also a brief

comparison v,,ith corresponding data for Northern Ireland as
revealed in a 1996 su~,ey.

Chapter 4 lures to the quantification of the relationship

between aggregate household energy expenditure and income and

descrilxes the isstles involved. Irt i)articuklr, the appropriate
definition of income is discussed, along with the corresponding

implications lot the method of analysis. The income elasticity of

energy expenditure is estimated, first for the State as a whole and

then for tlrban and rur:ll households. The effect of the numl)er of

people in the household is investigated by estimating separate

income and household size coefficients and making the

appropriate energy adjustments to elasticities. Anomalies in some

findings emphasise the need for clarification through estimation of
elasticities at irtdividual fuel level and the next three chaplets

undertake this.
Chapter 5 considers electricity expenditure. Measurement of Ihe

efl~:cts of in(on1( :111(1 other factors on electricity denland are

complicated by the existence of free electricity allowallces. Over

18 per cent of the su~,ey households, mainly with pensioners as

heads of household, possessed time allowance. Quite considerable

distortions in estimates resuh from ignoring the existence of the
allowance. I)eriving tim appropriate adjusmmnts to correct these is

quite complicated, requiring examination of allowance holding
households in terms of location, income anti composition, and

analysis of their economic behaviour. The presentation in the
Chapter is simplified by referring much of the technical detail to a

more specialised journal paper by the author (Conniffe, 2000).

However, time overall effects of the free electricit,/ scheme are
summarised and corrected estinlates of elasticities are obtained and

interpreted.

The two fuels with the highest income elasticities - Gas and Oil
- are examined in Chapter 6. Because demand for both these fuels

is largely driven by demand for central heating, the findings relate
back to the material in Chapter 3 on possession of central heating.

The possibility of saturation of time demand for central heating



woukl have strong implications for these fuels and could greatly

alter patterns. Chapter 7 proceeds to consideration of the "inferior"

fuels - Coal, Turf and LPG - where tile survey data show

consumption falling, rather than rising, with increasing income.
The explanations for the observed patterns are discussed and

illustrated by relevant analyses. Chapter 8 draws together the

information on elasticities obtained in the three previous chapters

and compares these 1994/95 estimates with previously published
figures based on earlier rounds of the Household Budget Survey.

The ESRI’s Policy Research Series is, as the title indicates,

usually intended for pul)lications containing conclusions clirectly
relevant to policy issues. The focus of this paper is largely on

eliciting whatever information the Household Budget Survey can
provide about key parameters and relationships in the household

energy sector and so providing some building blocks for future

policy analysis. I4owever, Chapter 9, having summarised the

conclusions that can be drown from all the analyses, does consider

some implications for various aspects of energy policy.



2. HOUSEHOU) ENERGY
EXPENDITURES

Household energy is understood to mean energy used in tile
2.1

Patterns of
honle for l)ower, light and heat and in tile vast majority of

households comprises more than one fuel, so that honseho[d
Expenditures on energy expenditure is totalled over fuel expenditures. The fuels

Fuels in 1994/95
considered :ire Piped Gas (subsequently just called Gas);

Electricity, Coal (aggregated over anthracite, coal and slack); Turf
(aggregated over briquettes and loose turf); Oil and LPG (Liquefied

Petroleunt Gas). These six fuels aecourlt for almos! all household
energy exl)enditure. Table 2,1 shov,,s average household

expenditures from the 1994-95 survey for these fuels for the State

as a ",’,,hole, and for urban and rural areas. The table also shows
average overall energy expenclitures, total household expenditures

(tile former being 4.8 per cent of tile lauer for the Slate) over all
categories of expenditure and average household size.

Table 2.1: Household Budget Survey, 1994-95. Summary of Household Energy
Expenditures

Whole of State Urban
Number of households in survey 7.877 5.066
Average household expenditure E/week 311.80 328.30
Average energy expenditure E/week 14.99 14.43

Gas expenditure E/week 1.38 2.17
Electricity expenditure E/week 6.16 6.30
Coal expenditure E/week 2.75 2.64
Turf expenditure £/week 1.70 .82
Oil expenditure £/week 2.14 1.90
LPG expenditure E/week .86 .60

Rural
2.811

283.50
15.95

.02      !
5.94
2.95
3.19    i
2.55    !
1.30

¯ /~veragei~ousehold+sizepersons ..... 3.28 ..... 3.21 _ 3.39
Note: Average energy household expenditure is laken :,s lhc sum of exl:,cnc-littlre-s-on-~:,s, electricity, coal. lurf.
oil and LPG. "l]lcrc arc other hou.’~chold energy exlx:ndilures recorded in the HItS I:ud and I.ight calcgory
(firewc~-~l, firelighlers etc.), hi.if these are sm:dl. ~,loloring fuels are recorded under Ihc sep:lr’ate Tr:anspon
Cat ego=3’.

Average household expenditure can be taken as a proxy for

income and ,,’,,as lowest for rural households, ahhough their energy
expenditures were somewhat higher. The negligible expenditure

on piped gas in rural households is, of course, a reflection of lack

of access to pipelines and the relatively high rur:tl expenditure on
turf includes tile value of on-farm production. The Iov.,er

exl)enditure on electricity in rural areas is worth noting and ’.’.,ill be

returned to ill tater chapters.

16
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1-
2.2 l_t is interesting to compare these 1994-95 resuhs v.,ith tile

Colllparison ¢orrespondir=g data from the 1987 survey. Because of inl]ation it

with 1987 can be misleading to compare the expenditures direCtly. Instead,
the 1987 fuel expenditures ’.,.,ere first scaled up to 199"i prices by

applying the increase it’, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for

energy, which was 6 per cent, and scaling up Iolal household

expenditure by the increase in the overall CF’I, which ,.’.,as 21 per

cent. (The fact that the overall CPI was so much higher implies

real energy prices fell substantially between the surveys.) The

resuhing real petventage increases in fuel expenditures, overall

energy expenditure and total household expenditures arc shown in
Tahle 2.2.

Table 2.2: Real Expenditure Increases (%) 1987 to 1994

Whole of State Urban Rural
Average IlousehoId expenditure 15.5 16.3 13.9

I Average energy expenditure 5.3 1.1 12.0
Gas expenditure 97.1 94,8 Not applicable
Electricity expenditure 13.2 3.2 28.8
Coal expenditure -30.9 -38.9 -14.0
Turf expenditure -11.9 -4.6 -18.2
Oil expenditure 110.0 85.5 153.0

_- LPG exRenditur_e ......... -Z19.8_ ......... -;30,2~ ..... -9yl .....

The increase in real average housello|d expenditure of 15.5 per

cent reflects tile increase in living standards between 1987 and
199d. The increase in average overall energy expenditure is much

lower at 5.3 per cent and is quite compatible with tile
COl.’venl~ollal wisdo111 Ihal dellland for energy is inconle inelastic -

that is. the proportion of income expended on energy falls as

[nconles rise. I+lowever, the details of tile able show stlbstanlial

vari:ilion I)elween tu’l)al.’ and rural households and dramatic

changes to tile relalive expenditures on fuels. Tile percentage

increase in energy expenditure is much higher for rural households
and little below their total household expenditure (or income)

increase. As regarc.Ls fuels, expenditures on gas and oil increased
greatly, exF, enditure on electricity rose substantially, while

spending on coal. turf and I.PG decreased considerably, especially
hTM, the case of coal.

"lller,e v.Tere so l’t~.v rural households connecled to piped gas in
either 1987 or 19"-)4 that calctflaiion of an increase v,,ould lye

meaningless. The some,.vhat higher percemage increase shown for
gas for tile "Stale" than I()l "Urlgan" housel.’olds jtlsl i+cstllts ti’ol.’l tile

increased proporlion of tlrb:in households in 1994, The decrease in

expendiitlre on coal no doubt renecls some preference for cleaner

and inort." convenienl fuels, btil the f;u" greatel" decrease for tlrhan
Ilmn lot’ ttiral are:is sllows Ihe impacl of the legal restriclions on

the use of smoky coal in eiiies th:il were inlroduced in 1990.

Householders facing the higher price for smokeless coal (and tim
cost and inconvenience of modifying fire-grates to burn i0 may

well have decidecl to move to another fuel altogether+ The

percenl:lge decre:lse i1.’ ttlrf expelldiltlre was :iCltially lower in
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ud)an than in mini areas. While il is trt]e lha! the nrban percentage

change was from a far smaller base than the rural one, it would
have been greater had nol turf briquettes been granted exemption

from legislative resiriction.
The largest percentage increase was for oil in rural households,

followed by gas and oil in urban households. These increases are

so much greater than the household income changes Ihat demand

for these fnels seems surprisingly income elastic. The explanation

is dial demand for I’;oth of these fuels is a derived demand, with
the prevalence of centrtd heating the determining factor. The

proportion of houses with some fonn of cemml heating has been

rising steadily for many years and Table 2.3 compares the findings
of the 1987 fIBS with the 1994-95 HBS in tl]is regard.

Table 2.3: Percentages of Households with Full+ Central Heating

] Type oT~C~I Heatirlg State State Urban Urban Rural Rural
1987 1994 1987 1994 1987 1994

Electdc 0.8 2.2 1.1 3.1 0.4 0.6
Gas 3.5 14.2 5.4 21.1 0.4" 1.8" ’,
Oil 12.2 25.4 13,3 24.6 10,4 27.0
Solid Fuel 30.8 20.7 28.8 16.1 34.2 29.0
Dual System 4.2 5.9 4.4 3.9 3.9 9.6,_ T.Q’rAL    __ _ 511.S ~ _ 68.4 .... 53.0"    _ ~8.8 ...... _49.3 ..... 67.9" _ __

"In Ibis table the cklssificatlon "Gas" for central heating in ru~ll :|teas includes non-pii~d gas (M>G).

+ In 1994 partial £1~l]ll~ull heating was i115t~lll~2d ill 4.7 l~ar cenl. 4 far ci2nl and 6 per cent of ~t;llC, Utb;ifl tllld

Rural households. S~m~ tal)l+~ in Chaplcr 3 will it|elude information on parlial +yslcm+.

Overafl tile proportion of dwellings with full cenlml heating

increased from just over half in 1987 to over two-thirds in 1994.

The increase ’,’,,as greatest for rural areas, where the proportion of
ccnlmlly heated homes had lagged I>zlow dlat for ud~an areas it]

1987, but almosl caught up by 1994. The increase in rural areas
was predominantly by instalk~tion of oil fuelled systems. In urban

areas new insmlkltions (or conversions) were most frequently of

gas systems, allhough oil sysle111s also increased sul~stantially. Solid

fuel central healing declined in bolh nrban and rural areas, though
by a much larger an3onnt in ud)an areas, probably because of the

factors already mentioned in relation to the decline in coal
consumptiorL

The data in Table 2.3 clearly help explain the patterns in Table
2.2 and the substitution between fuels from 1987 to 1994. Demand

for cemr:dly heated housing and the system options available may
largely determine demands for fuels otl]er Ihan eledricity. The

demand for electricity is also a derived demand, of course, largely

determined by the stock of electric powered appliances possessed
by ihe household. But there is no substilute fuel for electricity in

most applications. The contrast belween tlrban and Rl~ll areas as

regards increasing elasticity clemand is noticeable. The urban

electricity expenditure increase is about one-fifth of the household

expenditure increase (iml)iyhlg a low income elasticity), while for
rural areas it is twice il (implying a higher income elasticity).

The household budget surveys record possession of household

electric applkmces and changes in the stocks of appliances should



help explain differences in electricity consumption between

surveys and between groups within a survey. An index of

household electrical appliance possession (owned or rented) was

based on tile ten ilems: vacuum cleaner, clothes d~,er, washing

machine, dishwasher, refrigerator-with freezer, separate deep

freeze, microwave oven, video recorder, stereo and honle
computer. The calculation v,,as simple for each household - just

SLim the nunlber of appliances possessed and express as a

percentage of ten. VarioklS appliances were not included

(television set, for examl)le) because for many years hardly an},

hotlsehold has been %vithouI Ihem :rod so they cannot exp]ain
variations between or within recent sun,eys. Tal)le 2.4 shoves hove

average valtles of tile index varied from urban to rIiral areas in

1987 and 1994.

Table 2.4: Index of Possession (Max.=100) of Electrical Appliances 1987 and 1994

~Yea’~- ......... A~ver--age for State Average for Urban Average for Rural
! 1987 30.4 33.2 25.4
L 1994~_ 47_0 48.6 43.7 ]

The increase in the index was greater for tile rural than for tile

urbal3 areas, indicating tile s£1111e "catching up" process as ill tile
case of central heating and helping explain tile greater increase in

rural electricity consumption seen in Table 2.2. Hov,,ever, tile

url)an versus rural comparison of energy expenditures in Table 2.1

has still not been adequately explained. In spite of "catching up",

possession of central heating and electrical appliances in rural
areas is still below urban levels and yet 1994 rural energy

expenditure is higher. Table 2.1 showed rural electricity

exper~dilures were lower, so file explanation nll.lSt lie with other

fnels. That ruble also showed tile average oil bill to Ix: substantially
higher for rural rather than urb:m households. It is teinpting to see

tile non-avaikd)iliW of gas in rural areas as a major factor, since oil

and gas compete :is urban central beating fuels, but it will be

shown in tile next chal)ter thal this is not tile case, or at least not
directly. The survey’s conventions [’or pricing home farm produced

and consumed turf might possibly have some role, although farms

cOral)rise ordy 25 per cent of tile sun’ey’s rural households. The
possible influence of difl’erenees in tile characteristics of tile rum[

housing stock will I)e examined in tile next chapter. That special

features associatecl with rural rather than urban living are
responsible is supported by tile fact thai tile 1987 Houschokl

Budget Su~,ey showed urban and rural energy expenditures
ahnost equal, before tile "catching up" ill possessions process,

already described had occurred.

It is interesting to relate the patterns in Table 2.2 Io the
catimates for energy growth and elasticities made in Conniffe el al.

(1997). To assess Ihe compafibiliW of high hish economic growth
with the proposed Kyoto targets for Irish greenhouse gas

emissions, forecasts were required of future energy deman¢l

assuming tile conlinnancc of ctlrrent trends. Annual data series
,.’.,ere available for tile various fuels l)uI, except for transport
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related demand, only aggregated over the household, commercial

and industrial sectors. Time series analysis found that in recent

years overall energy was inelastically related to income (that is,

energy consuml)tion was increasing more slowly than GDP), but
that i)atterns differed greatly Detween fuels. Coal and turf were

decreasing, oil and LPG ’..,,ere relatively constant, while electricity

and gas were increasing, the former at just a slighter lower rate

than GDP and the latter much more rapidly than it.

Although Table 2.2 involves comparisons at just two points in

time and for the household sector only, it does support most

points in the aggregate analysis. Coal and turf decline, while
electricity and gas increase, tile former somewhat more slowly

Ihan total household expenditure, the latter much more rapidly.
The main contrast is the oil increase by households, which would

imply a balancing drop in the commercial or industrial sectors to

maintain constancy. As aheady seen, the oil increase by

households is a rural i)henomenon, related to growth in possession

of central heating.
As regards the general issue of forecasting the volume and

composition of futurt: energy demand by the household sector,

estimates of future l)opulation and new household fonnation are
obviously important. But the geographical locations of new

housing will matter too and will interact with restrictions on

availability of fuels, which may exist for either infrastmctural or

legislative reasons. An approach to saturation of the market [’or

central heating could dramatically reduce forecast demand for oil
and gas. For existing households and in spite of the increase since

1987, Table 2.3 shows the 1994-95 level of possession of central

heating is still shot1 of saturation at under 70 per cent. Clearly,
more frequent measures of central healing possession than those

provided by rounds of the Household 13udget Survey are desiml)le

for forecasting. In the case of the index of electrical apl)liances in

Table 2.4 it is true thai some items are near saturation (91 per cent

of url)an households possessed a vacuum cleaner in 1994), but
others could grow greatly (6 per cent of households in the State

had a home computer in 1987 and 16 per cent in 1994). Also, new

appliances, requiring electrical power, are regularly invented,

although much could depend on how power intensive they are.

2.3
Gas Connected

Households

A comparison of the 1987 survey with dm 1994-95 survey for the

sul)-sector of gas connected urban households is specially

interesting in view of the expanding gas share of the energy

market. Table 2.5 makes the comparison, with 1987 exl)enditures
recalculated at 1994 prices to offset inl]ation.
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Table 2.5: Energy Expenditures in Gas-connected Households (1994 prices)

; 1987 1994-95 % Change
I Number of gas-connected households 1.063 1,334 25.5
j Average household expenditure £dweek 267.6 367.0 37.1

Average energy expenditure £/week 14.82 15.32 1.0
Gas expenditure £Jweek 5.04 7.99 58.5
Electricity expenditure £Jweek 5.38 5.83 8.4
Coal expenditure £/week 3.30 .80 -75.8
Turf expenditure £Jweek .23 .18 -21.7
Oil expenditure £Jweek .32 .31 -3.1

_ LPG_gxpe_ndity~_.~w_eek __ _ .55 .19 -65.4

Comparison with Table 2.1 shows lhat gas connected

households in the 1994 survey were the highest :ivefage income

(as indicated by lol:d household exl)enditure) categoi%,, hm 1987
average incomes of gas-co~lnected househokls were below d~e

tlrl);tll ~ivc~ige, SO imcw connections nm;ide l)ee, veen time StlrVC},

cl:ncs must have I)cClm propo~liOnalcly grcalcr anlong lime higher

income groups. One would expect higher income groups to
consume more energy, so it is nolcWoFthy I)y how liule overall

energy expenditure increased between lime survey years. "ll~e
gr~ltCS[ challgc in tllc fuel ilmix between stlrvcys W;15 time large

drop in coal consumption and in 1987 there may still have I~en

many householcls using gas for cooking, but coal for heating,
which was once common in Dul)lin’s inner city and older sul)url)s.



3. Gas CONNECTION,

CENTRAL HEATING AND

HOUSEHOLD

The previous chapter has shov,,n how important tile factors of

gas connection and type of central heating possessed are in
determining change beiween sun,ey years and the fuel mix v,,ithm

a sun,ey year. So this chapter gives closer attention to relevant
survey infornlation about these factors.

3.1
Gas

Connection and
Household

Characteristics

Commencing wil}l household location, the frequency of gas

connection is obviously virtually zero Ibr rural areas, so the

regional distribution ",,.,ill reflect the proportions of urban and rural

housing within regions. Table 3.1 shows the frequencies and

percentages for the 8 regions.

Table 3.1: Gas Connection by Region - Percentage of Households

Region Border Dublin Mideast Midland Midwest S’east S’west West

No Gas 100 55 97 100 92 97 84 100
Gas 0 45 3 0 8 3 16 0
N_urnber 1 003 2 353 _ 630 4J8 _ 622 971 1,1:31 749

Clearly Dul:,lin and the South-West regions account for the bulk
of gas connections. A more interesting breakdown is by type of

building within urban areas and this is presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Gas Connection by Building Type within Urban Areas - Percentage of
Households

A -P "/~ R-T’-~F E N~T~S-    70e~c--ila~" --S;~mi~- dr-h-G/"
Large Small House & Terraced

Converted Block Block

No Gas 92 87 80
Gas 8 13 20
N umbeL 77 209 _ 2244

79 85 68 74
21 15 32 26

_ _..5_9 ~ 1 029. 3,439 _ .31

22
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The ntnul)ers of buildhlg types occurring in tile survey of

course reflect their frequencies in the national housing stock. It is

interesting that the proportion of gas connected aparlnlents hi the

sm~’ey is virtually the same whether these are in large apartment
blocks or small blocks. Ap:ulments do have a lower proportion of

gas connection than senli-detached or terraced housing. The lower
frequency of gas connection for detached, rather than semi-

detached or terraced houses, nlay inlply that even in nrban areas

some estates of cletached hotlses nlay not have had access 1o a

main, at least in 1994/95. Houses built before the advent of natural
gas may have been less likely to have had such access. Table 3.3

examines gas connection by year of building construction.

Table 3.3: (]as Connection by Year of Construction (Urban Areas) - Percentage of
Households

Year " Ei9-18~ - 1~18-~S -�946~-g - - "1§~’1:70 - ~9~-0~ 198"~8g--- ~,198~ -

, No Gas 77 63 63 66 84 85         76
Gas 23 37 37 34 16 15 24
Number _.. _7:31 836 ..... 673 . . 679 _ _1,105 ... 5_78 _. _ 457_ _

The relationship of gas connection to age of house is U shaped.

For houses buih before 1970, the i)roportion gas connected

exceeded a third. This nlore than halves for hottses constructed
between 1971 and 1985, but increases again for construction dates

after 1986. Given that all houses in the sura,ey were buih no later

than 1994, this increase probably understates the scale of the gas

industry revival.

The relationship Ix~tween household coinposition :t118 gas
connection is investigated in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Gas Connection by Family Composition (Urban Areas) - Percentage of
Households

--Co-nTp- - A .... 2/~ - 2A7~-C 2"A+2C-~+3C 2-A+k-C" 3A 3AwC 4A 4--AwT()t’her
osition
No Gas 76 72 75 71 75 80 66 72 54 72 81

’ Gas 24 28 25 29 25 20 34 28 46 28 19
No. 1193 952 396 592 410 281 227 296 76 130 472

Note: A-Aduh C-Child k->3 w-with at least one

In interpreting the table it neecls to be remembered that any
(:u’nily member aged 16 or over is counted :is aduh. So tim family

compositions with the highest proportions of gas connection - 3

and 4 adtLh houselaolds - largely consisl of a married couple and

one or two children in their late teens or early twenties. These
family compositions are less likely to be associated with apartment

dwellings than with sul)urban semi-detached houses, so

reconciling the pattern with that of Table 3.2. The higher average

age of head of houselaold (relative to households with young

children) will also tend to be associated with higher income, so
thai there may be an income effect also.

In keeping with this thenae, Table 3.5 breaks gas connection
down by Social Group.
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Table 3.5: Gas Connection by Social Group (Urban Areas) - Percentage of Households

No Gas    66 70      65 68 70 73 76 69      80 82
Gas 34 30 35 32 30 27 24 31 20 18
NO ..... 278 3_94 __ 401 __ 13~7 . 726 715 812 fi55 .. 288 944 1

Here PiP and LP stand for higher and Iov.,er professional
groups, SE and SAL for self-employed and salaried, INM and ONM

for intemmdiate non-nlantKll and other non-nlanual workers, SM

and SSM for skilled and semi-skilled manual, USM stands for
unskilled manual and UK for unknown. While gas connection is

substantial for all Groups, there is a definite tendency for
somewhat larger frequencies of connection for the higher Social

Groups. Of course, the Farmer Social Group is not represented

since only urban households have been considered.

This section and the next investigates I-actors affecting possession
3.2

of central heating and the choice of fuel. Partkd central heating
Central Heating

and (3as systems, mentioned in the footnote to Table 2.3, can sometimes be

Connection
quite substantial, especially in rural dwellings, and are then
included. Table 3.6 looks at how frequency of central heating is

related to gas cormection.

Table 3.6: Central Heating by Gas Connection - Percentage of Households

No Ga-s "Con~ecti~on C;as C;onnection All’H%useholds
No central heating 32 16 29
Central heating 68 84 71
Numbe~_ 6,543_ ~1,333. .... 7,,87Z _.

Clearly, possession of central heating is substantially higher in

gas connected houses. For houses with central heating, Table 3.7
extends tl~e analysis to examine the frequencies of the various

central heating systems. The "Back boiler" and most of the "Other"
(largely combinalion cooking/house healing systems, but also

including a few systems that are difficuh to categorise) use solid

fuel. Separate solid fuel systems are relatively l~ll’C.

Table 3.7: Percentages of Types of Central Heating System

No Gas Connection Gas Connection All Households
Oil 50 4 41
Sack boiler 20 3 16
Piped gas 0 91 18
LPG 2 1 2
Solid fuel 2 0 2
EJectdcity 5 1 4
Dual 1 0 1
Othe( 20 0 16

As would be expected, gas central laealing is greatly
predonlinant in gas connected ]louses. The co1111)ination of the 8zJ

per cent figure from Table 3.6 and the 91 per cent figure from this

table shows the extent to which household demand for gas is a
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demand for central heating. Oil fired systems are tile most frequent
type of central heating in houses without gas connection. Clearly,

any prediction of future shares of the central healing market

between gas and oil would depend critically on the assumed
location of housing and accessibility to the gas grid. The

classification of centnd heating systems by urban or rural location,
shown 53 Tal)le 3.8, 113:.ly further en31)hasise the point.

Table 3.8: Percentages of Types of Central Heating System by Urban/Rural Location

Urban Rural
’ Oil 38 47

Back boiler 17 13
’ Piped gas 29 0

LPG 2 2
! Solid fuel 1 3
I Electricity 5 2
I Dual 1 1
_Other _ 7 32

113 urban areas oil and gas compete, ahhough ,’is Ihe previous
tables have shown, the coml)etilion is largely prior Io gas
connection. In rural areas oil is unchallenged, except by the

"odmr" categoW.

q-~

3.3
.L timing to how possession of c¢ntral heziling relates to variotls

household characteristics, Table 3.9 gives a breakdown by building
Central Heating
and Household type.

Note thai numbers, especially for detached houses, :ire larger
Cha racteristics

than in Table 3.2, because here the whole country is included,

rather than tlrban areas only. Cenlml heating is 11305[ frequent it3
detached and semi-detached houses and leasl so in lye(I-sits and

the "olher" categot3,. For housing with central heating, ]’able 3.10

details the tyl::,cs of systems.

Table 3.9: Central Heating by Building Type - Percentage of Households

’--T~p--e - - B’e-d-sit .... Aloart. lkl~a~Lr.’- ~art’TS-/.-- [)e~ac~-he’=d----S-emi-~- -’Oth-e-r--
Converted Block Block House & Terraced

NO CH 74 62 50 63 23 28        84
CH 26 38 50 27 77 72 16

Number

_777-

_ 213 _ _ _224. .... 59 3617 _3,620 .... 67___

Table 3.10: Types of Central Heating by Building Type - Percentage of Households

Converted Block Block House & Terraced
Oil 65 41 37 9 51 31 27
Back b. 0 6 3 14 12 22 27
Gas 20 22 27 23 4 33 9
LPG 0 1 0 0 3 1 19
Solid f. 0 1 0 4 2 1 9
Electric 35 25 33 50 2 4 9
Dual 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

’ Qthey__. 0 4 0 0 25 7 _ o ___

It should be ren/enlbered h,crc that working only with
hol.lsellold8 wilh Cel311";ll healing removes the di[Terences I)ePcveen



different household types in overall possession level, even if it

clarifies relationships l~lween the different heating systems and

hottseho[d type. Oil rue[led systems are most common except in
small apanmenl blocks, where electricity is more frequer~t, and in

semi-detached houses, where gas is. Of course, the dominance of

oil for detached houses is not surprising given that rural areas are

included. Electricity seems to be a competitor only in an apartment

setting.
Table 3.11 looks at possession of central heating by ),ear of

house cons[ lllclion.

Table 3.11: Central Heating by Year of Construction - Percentage of Households

Year <1-91-8 1-918~-45 1§46-6() 1961.70 1971-8~0 19 8-1-85 >108~-6
No CH 49 42 31 18 20 21 8
CH 51 58 69 82 80 79 92
Numbe~ 1,463 1,221 94.6 89;~ 1,645 961 740

Nl.lnllT~rs :lgflill exceed those or Table 3.3 because I’1.1~11 areas

are included. Olcl houses have relatively lower proportions of

central heating, while about 80 per cent or dwellings dating from
1960 to 1984 have it. Since 1986, few dwellings have been

constructed without it.
Type or cenmd heating may possibly be influenced by family

composition. Table 3.12 examines this.

Table 3.12: Type of Central Heating by Family Composition (Urban Areas) of Households

Com. A
Oil 38
Sack 15
b.
Gas 20
LPG 2
Solid 2

fuel
Elect. 9
Dual 1
Qther 713
l\%le." A-Aduh

2.A 2A+C "2A+2C 2A+3C 2A+kC 3A 3AwC 4A 4-AwC Other
43 46 46     44     37 41 40 31 35 37
14 17    17 17 20 13 17 13 18 20

19 18 17 16 12 19 17 26 17 21
2 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 1
2 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 1

5
1

14
C-Child

4 4 1 1 2 1 5 2 9
0    1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

!2 . 12 18 24 21 21 19 24 10
k’>3 w-with al least (me

Again, the table is based on houses with central heating,
removing differences due to clifferent overall possession rotes

between household types. The remaining distributions are rather
similar for all household compositions, but families with more than

three young children are below average :is regards possession of

a gas heating system, while households consisting of lout aduhs -
probal~ly usually a married couple with late teen or grownup

children - have the highest frequency of gas heating. This
correlates with the incidences of gas connection for these

household types as shown earlier in Table 3.4. Possession of

cenlml heating is classified by social group in Table 3.13.



Table 3.13: Central Heating by Social Group - Percentage of Households

r SG HP [.P- - S~E SAt.-- IN~I---ON--M SM SSM USM UK FM OA ]
NoCH 7 12 8 8    20 30 22 35 46 50 31 49 1
CH 93 88 92 92    80 70 78 65 54 50 69 51 I
Number 354. _ 518 _499_ 166 _ 886 976 _1,237_ 335 453 1,310 ,911 232 t

The social groups :ire the same as in Table 3.5, except that

farmers (FM) and other agricuhural workers and fis]lernyen (OA)

have been added. There is obviously a definite relationship

between cenmd heating and social group, with over 90 per cent

possession in higher social group households, falling to near 50

per cent for unskilled mgnual, other agricultural and unknown.
Fin:ally, a classification of type of heating by soci:ll group is

given in Table 5.14.

Table 3.14: Type of Central Heating by Social Group- Percentage of Households

SG    HP LP S~E SAL INM
’ Oil     53 50 53 50 44 36 38 26 25 36 43 32

Ba. b. 6 8 6 8 16 20 20 28 27 21 10 31
Gas 26 23 28 27 23 21 17 24 16 17 0 2
LPG 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2
Sol. f. 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 1
Elect. 5 7 4 5 5 3 3 2 1 7 2 2
Dual 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

_Other 5 _    7 5 _ 7 8

ONM SM     SSM    USM    UK FM     OA

.1.5 .__ ~17__ J.6 .... 27_~6 __ 40 ___ 29

Here there are clt2ar differences in patterns across social grotlps.

Higher social groups I,tvour oil ojl g[J ~ J tile cleal"h convenient,
fuels. With lov.,er social class, the frequencies of these s),stems falls

[lnd backboiler, solid fuel and "other" systems become more

conlmon. This effect, taken in conjunction with tile possession
effect demonsm~ted in Table 3.13, shows Ihe importance of social

class - and hence inconye - oil demand for oil and gas relative to

other fuels.

3.4
Gas

Expenditure
versus Oil

Expendimre
and Urban

versus I~ LU’;.II

Energy
Expenditures

In Chapter 2 tile i~ossibility was raised that lack of availability of

piped gas might I),.2 a factor in tile higher :lverage energy

expenditure of rural houstzholds. Rur:ll oil expenditure was
~ubstantially higher and household use of oil is virtually entirely as

a centiM heating fuel. Comparing the relative prices of fuels is not

a straightforward matter I~cause tile relative utilisable energy
contents have to lye allowed for. Using tile Forbairt (1994) figures

on calorific values and "delivered cost" does indicate that oil and
gas prices are similar. However, the engineering apl~ro:~ch which

coulpares tile cost of car~,ing OUt ;I Slyecified end use task, taking

into account technical efficiencies anti tarifl~, has often been

criticised OI1 the grounds that it takes little account of actu:ll

household circunlst:mces. It has been argued that truly
representative fuel costs or "prices"’ shoukl be based oil householcl

survey data, averaged over the differing vintages and efficiencies

of equipnyent and the v:u’ying environments in which they operate.
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Sol~e qklite elaborate allalyses have been condklcted (for exanlple:

17,artels, Fiebig and Plun~b, 1996), but a fairly simple calculation

¯ ,,.,ill suffice here.

Dividing average expenditure on urban oil, £1.90 (from Table
2.1), lay the proportion of urban households with oil fired central

heating, 0.25 (from Table 2.3), gives a weekly average expenditure
on oil central heating of £7.60. The earlier tables in this chapter

have demonstrated that household use of gas is also

predominantly for central heating, so the corresponding figure for

gas is £7.99 (from Table 2.5). These are close enough to SUl)l)On

the earlier oil and gas equivalence in terms of "useful heat" and

certainly does not suggest that unavailability of gas is a factor in

the urban - rtlral expenditure difference. But it coulcl perhaps be

argued that lack of competition with gas in ru~ll areas permits

higher oil prices. Taking rural figures, the corresponding
calculation gives £9.44 as weekly average expencliture on oil

central heating. However, differences in type, age and size of

dwellings could well be responsible. Table 3.15 classifies the
survey clwellings by type for urban, rural non-farm and farm

households.

Table 3.15: Building Type by Urban and Rural (Farm and Non-farm) - Percentage of
Households

~ryp~,      -B-ed --- sii- ~40-a rt~" "~o a-~[-L r: Apart. SI. Detached Semi-D Other
Converted Block Block House & Terraced ’

Urban 1.6 4.1 4.4 1.1 20.1 68.2 0.6 I
Rural NF 0 0.2 0 0.1 89.6 8.5 1.6
R4~LF._ 0 0 O _o.j_ _ _ _97..7 _ t.7 _ 0_..5

Here the i)ercentages toni to 100 along the rows. There .’ire

obviously huge differences in panem, with detached houses

dominating in rural areas and aparhllenls vi~tla[ly absel’lt. Table

3.16 applies the same breakclown to age of dwelling.

Table 3.16: Year of Construction by Urban and Rural (Farm and Non-farm) - Percentage of
Households

Year       <191-8 1-9T8-- ;1-5-1~946 -6~0- =1-9~61-7~0-1~97:t -80 1981-85 >1986
Urban 14.5 16.6 13.3 13.3 21.9 11.4 9.0
Rural NF 22.9 13.5 8.7 7.6 20.3 16.2 10.9
R u_ralF __ _ 32.6 14~J 12.0 9.4 . _16.4 7~5 .8.0 _

There arc many more old (pre 1918) houses in rural than in

urban areas. This is i)articularly so lor fann households, where

ahnosl a dlild of dwellings were constructed before 1918. The

i)ercentages of dwellings constructed before 1970 were 48, 53 and

68 for urban, rural non-f:lnn and farm houses respectively. Tables
3.15 and 3.16, and pailicularly Ihe former, slrol’~gly suggest thai

residual urball-i’l.lr:.ll differences are due to differences in the

characteristics of the housing stock and not to fuel prices. There
coulcl also be a housing utilisalion effect, if rural homes are more

likely to I::,e cx=ctipied during the day.
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3.5
Comparisons

with Northern
lrelancl

Tile Northern Ireland Housing Executive conduct the House

Condition Survey at five year intervals, the nlost recent being that

for 1996. The Housing Exect.itive is also the Energy Conse1~.,ation

Authority for Northern Ireland. So, although the primary purpose

of tile survey is to monitor the condition of tile housing stock, with
eml)hasis on identifying houses in danger of becoming unfit for

habitation, it also records details of heating systems, energy

conservation measures, etc. The sm-vey is actually l:irger and nlore

intensive than the Repul)lic’s Household Budget Survey, or its UK

equivalent - tile Family Expenditure Survey. A sample of 10,000

dwellings are visited and householders interviewed, while the

stla.ictural features are. sLn’veyed by experts.
The proportion of all houses with central heating in 1996 was

87 per cent, or 89 per cent if unoccupied houses were excluded,
which was an increase of 6 per cent on the previous (1991) survey

estimate. The percentage of all urban houses with central heating
was 89 ancl tile corresponding figure for mr:d dwellings w:~s 83

per cent. These figures are all considerably higher than their

equivalents for tile Republic in 1994-95, which SUl)ports tile view

that tile frequency of central heating here (at least in 1994) is well

short of tile saturation level. Some of the patterns noted in tile

tables of Section 3.2 also occur (allowing for the higher level of
possession of central heating) in the Housing Executive (1998)

rel)on. Ol(ler (hveltings anti houses in rural locations were less

likely to have central he:lting; higher income social groups were
more likely to have it :rod as regards tile el’feet of family

composition - single aduh households were least likely to possess
it and households with muhiple adult memlx+-rs were most likely

to. There were some differences, for example, semi-detached

houses were a little more likely Io have central heating than
delached houses.

As regards fuels, the pattern, evident in tile comparison of the

1987 Householcl Budget Survey anct the 1994-95 survey in Chapter
2, away from "dirty" solid fuels appears again in tile House

Condilion Survey. The 1991 survey hacl shown 47 per cent of
dwellings had coal based systems (39 per cent back boilers), but

tile figure had fallen to 31 per cent by 1996, while tile percentage

of dwellings with oil based systems had increased from 21 to 37.

So oil based systems helcl a much greater share than in tile

Republic, reflecting the availability of natural gas in the Republic

and its unavailability (in 1996) in Northern Irekmd. The Housing
Executive (1998) report shows clear awareness of Ihe greenhouse

gas issue :mcl the clesimbility of replacing oil by natural g:ls. It

c0111nlents specifically (pg. 117) that the volume of carbon dioxide

emissions from the average Northern Ireland house is twice that

from a 13ritish one and attributes tile difference to tile unavailability
of n:llUr:l[ gas. There :ire clearly implications lbr Ihe Irish gas

industry (given the recent gas field find off Mayo) in tile existence
.of this potential m:trket of 602 thousand dwellings, with 87 per

cent already equipped with central heating.



4. THE HOUSEHOLD
ENERGY EXPENDITURE AND

INCOME RELATIONSHIP

4.1l
Relating

Household

Energy

Expenditure to

"1 ncome"

Working within tile 1994-95 survey, lhe expenclitures of

households on fuels can be related to tile weekly "incomes"

(actually total weekly expenditures) of the households and to

household sizes. It should not he :issumed that the findings ought

to fully match the patterns of Table 2.2 for changes in energy
expenditures and incomes from 1987 to 1994. As was mentioned

in Chapter 2, there was a lhll in real energy prices between those

years, a major exl)ansion to the gas grid and the introduction of

legislative restrictions on coal. But within the 1994-95 survey, fuel

prices, illfKistructtlre and regtlkllions :ire approxinlately constant.
However, it is arguable that, under these circuntstances, tile true or

"[ollg run" energy to [llCOllle relationships ought to be more

precisely observable.

Some explanation is 19erhaps required for the repeated
rel~mnces to total household expenditure :is "income". The

Househokl Budget Survey does record disposable household
JnCOllle as well as expenditures, ]grit there are several re[lSOl]S why

an expenditure ineast.lrc may be a better measure of Irt~e, long 13.in,
income. Many peoples’ incomes fluctuate over lime, especially if

self-enaployed, and expenditure may be determined by expected,

or average, inconle over a mtilfi-year period, with saving or

dissaving in sub-periods. Young people borrow on the strength of

fulure earnings, while okl people may draw oil assets. There is
also an understandable, if no doubt regrettable, lendency for :it

least some survey respondents to tmderslale their inconles - a

poinl discreetly made in tile introductory notes to the Central
Statistics Office’s (1997) publication on the 1994-95 sui-¢ey. Table

4.1 groups households I)y recorded gross household income

deciles and comlxlres average disposable incontes and
expenditures.

For urban households expenditure sul)stantially exceeds
income for :ill income r:lnges except for the 10’h decile (the highest

stated incomes), when income and expenditure approximately

equal. Of course, tl~e reasons for discrepancies cannot I>e
disentangled, btll if inconaes were being recoMecl accurately,

3O
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saving (income exceeding expenditure) would be expected at high

incomes, b:d:lnced by diasaving at low incomes. Expenditure also
exceeded income on average for i’urz, d households, ahhough this

was reversed for the sub-sector of farm households, which had the
highest aver~ge incomes. Since farm incomes V:~l3, from ye:lr to

year, it is reason:d)le to expect saving in a "good" year :rod to

interpret expenditure as the ille~Sklre of long rl.lll income. So, for

the tesl of Ihis repoll.: "income" 5hOLlId be Lulderstood :is ille.qsured

I)~,, lOt;l} household expenditure, tlllIcss there is a St:llenlent to the

conlrzl fy.

Table 4.1: Incomes and Expenditures of Households - F/week

Orl3ah fious-e;;otds ........
decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
income 67 107 142 184 229 277 334 399 481 707 293
expenditure 83 128 179 228 271 332 384 440 533 705 328

Rural Households (including Farm Households)
decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
income 57 86 122 154 195 241 294 361 444 679 263
expenditure 93 113 146 190 244 282 337 394 459 576 283

Farm Households Only
decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
income 50 104 149 195 235 280 349 429 551 861 320
e_xpenditure :129 177 _243 150 273 343 400 410 596 298

The relationship between fuel expenditure and income can be

visIJalised as tl cul’,,e with the fuel expelldi[Llre tlS the vertical axis

and income as the horizontal axis. By choosing some m:~thematical
[brm [or the curve, the rekitionship c:ul be ClUanlified :rod then

employed for estim:nion or prediction. A range of function:d forms

h:~ve been recommended in tile literature tbr fitting Expenditure-

Income (Engel Curves) rehttionships. For the semi-log eqtmtion

x = a + blog(y) + e, (4.D

x is conllllodily expelldi[Llre, y iS ilICOllle, ;1 :lnd b :ll’e consltnlls

and e represents devizHions from the relationshil). This h:~s often

been found to fit well for commodilies usu:dly considered quite

income inel;tstic, :is Iotal cnci-gy is, while the linear relation

x=a+by+e, (4.2)

hzls often proved belier for IllOl-e inCOllle elastic colnnloditie~. The

plausibility of the semi-log form (4.1) for total household fuel

expenditures, for exalnple, can be seen 1"1"Oill Figure 4.1, which

plots means corresponding to the urban income decile groups of
"l’:d)le 4. I.
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_A~swas mentioned in [he Introduction, an inlporlant pal2m]eter of
4.2

The [nconle
an expenditure-irlconle relationship is tile elasticity - thal is, the

Elasticity of"
percentage increase in energy consumption or exlPenditure given a

one percent increase in hlCOlnC. The e]aslicity fornluJae are b/× for
Energy lhe semi-log (so that the elasticity decreases :is energy

E×penditure
consunlplion increases) and by/x for tlle linear (4.2). Ahhough

elasticities change with position along lhe curve, the clasticiW at

average incoine is LlStlaJJy the most Llsefnl sLln1111:lry statistic. This is

because the aggregate energy expenditure of the whole household

sector (which is just average expenditure muhiplied by the number
of households) is usually of main interest, so that the effect of

change in average income is what nlatters.

For total household fuels, Table d.2 shoxvs both linear and
semi-log relationships for the State as a whole, for urban and Ior

rural areas. These equations ]/ave ilOl been estinlated by ordinary

least squares, bul through an inslrunlenlal variables approach, the
need for which is expkdned in Ai)pendix A.

Table 4.2: Equations and Goodness of Fit Measures for Total Household Fuels

R2 -S’EE" " Constant C()ef. - t-vaJue - I~1-ean’Eia-st(ci~j’

Semi-log- State .98 13,0 -11.63 4.80 21.21 .32
Linear- State .89 31.4 9.87 .016 8.10 .34
Semi-log- Urban .98 11.1 -12.3 4.76 19.56 .33
Linear- Urban .86 28.6 9.22 .016 7.17 .36
Semi-log- Rural .94 14.3 -13.50 5.35 11.72 .33

L.inear - Rural .91 1_7.1 10.31 ,021 _9=833 .37

Comparisons of the constants and coeMcients of semi-log and

linear are not nleaningful, since they are differenl functional fonns,

but comparisons of Rz, SEE (Standard error of estimate) and t

values are.~ Clearly the senli-log is a better fit with higher
explained variation and a much lower (for Urban) prediction error.

"rhis supports the sug.gestion from Figure 4.1 that the semi-log is

"~ Since the analysis :v:l,,; nl)l OLd, Ihcsc :ire Ii()n-sl;lnd;ird. hul C:lll [~e used lo

¢onlpar~ ri~.,al m(x[cIs.



preferable. Choice of the linear form would have led to higher

(though not by much) estimates of elasticities.

Some i)oinls in tim table clesen,e discussion. The urJ)all and

rural elasticities are remarkably similar, but the elaslicily for tile
whole Stale is lower than either of them, ahhough it might have

been tlaought more reasonable that it lie I~tween them. The

explanation is that Ihe rural coefficient is larger than the urbart one

(ahhough the relationship is poorer with a lower t value). The

Stale coefficient is in between, but close to the urban value,

because most of tile survey sample was urban. On the other hand,

Table 2.11 showed average rural energy expenditure exceeding
average urban and, as already menlioned, tile elasticity should fall

as energy exl)enditule increases. So, although at any fixed level of

energy consumption tile elasticity would be higher for rural than

for urban households, the elasticilies are roughly equal because

Ihey are calculated al tile respective average COllSUlllpliOllS. The
elaslicity for tile Slate is Ixdow that for urban because the overall

aver.age consumption is higher, while it is below tile rural Ixrcause

its coefficient is smaller. The nlauer of why Ille coefficienl (income

response) should seem higher for rural areas, and whether this is
really plausible, will be returned to.

’-r
4.3 J. he family composition of households could quite possibly affect

Tim Effects of
energy consumption. A single varial)le, tile number of persons in

the householcl, is a considerable over-sinlplification of family
Householcl Size

coinposition, since it does tlOI distinguish between adults and

children, but it is :l naturul st:ming poinl. In tile alaalyses that

follow, household size is included as an explanatory variable with
income. They are not uncorrected variables, as household inconle

,.’,,ill rise on average with householcl size, partly because there may

be more thall one cnlpfoyed adult and also because adult incomes

tend to rise with age (until retirement) and income earners in a

household with children are likely to be older that in a childless
household. For this reason some or the household size effect was

already I-,cing captured by income in tile analyses of tile previous

section and dranlatic ilnj)rovenlenk,; in the I]1 of equations should

nol be expected. The semi-log functional foml of equation is

elnp[oyed. The resuhs are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Total Household Fuels - Income and Household Size Effects

-- Inc. �oefl t value Size-c(>ef. t value Inc. Elas. -- Size El~s~- ,

State 4,01 6.95 1.19 1.33 ns .27 .08 I
Urban 3.96 8.11 1.45 1.88 ns .28 .10

_ Ru[al _ __ 5:75 3.63 ___ :.61 ..... ::29ns _ ±3/5 ..... -.~. .... ’

11~ - nol slalisliCzllly sigrliflc:lnl.

The illos[ evident reature 1"1"o111 tile t:lblc is the non sigtlificailce

of the household size coefficients and Ihe corresponding size

elasticities. The non significance of the positive size coefficient for
t]rl)atl areas is nol surprising. Large economies or scale as regards

overall household energy (A house that is kept warm enough for



t~VO is ’,varnl enol.lgh for three, etc.), are to be expected. In
addition, tile fact that income increases with family size introduces

a collinearity effect that would be expected to reduce evidence of

a statistically sigl"fficanl size effect. The urban size elasticity in
Table 4.3, though low, is not implausible. For rural households,

however, tile coefficient and elasticity are negative, although not

slalislica]ly significantly so, and this suggests that more detailed

im,estigation is desirable by disaggregating household energy into
its component fuels and then relating to income and household

size. It shoukl be said here that for some comnlodities it is not

implausible thai size effects could be negative. An exlm child

increases household size, but iml)lies financial commitments that
could reduce expenditures on luxuries. However, if energy is not a

luxury, but a necessity, negative size elTecLs are hard to believe.

An associated feature is that while tile income elasticity for

urban decreases a little from .33 in Table 4.2 to .28 in Table 4.3,
that for rural increases from .33 to .36. Tile urban change is

plausil)le, because controlling lor household size reduces income

variation, since they :ire correlated, bul the rural change is not

(ahhough again it is not statistically significant). The explanations

will emerge in tile next chapter, when expenditure on electricity is

analysed in detail.

4.4
More Elaborate

Regression
Analyses

Many more variables conkl be inserted into the regression

eqtlalions as well as incolne, ]lOtlsehold size and rural verstls
urb:m. Dummy variables can cater Ibr qualitative variables SUC]I as

region, social class, family composition, type of dwelling, etc.

However, tile method of analysis described in tile Appendix will
fail when many variables are im,olved and coefficients have to be

estimated by ordinaW least squares, in spite of its defects. These
eslilnations were perfornmd and do have value for answering

certain questions, but it is worthwhile discussing why they are

often not very useful and why they will not be described in detail
in this report.

The income elasticity will decrease as more variables related to
income are controlled for. In tile previous section household size

was controlled for and that reduced the (urban) elasticity

somewhat. However, ahhough looking at tile income effect

holeling household size constant may often nmke sense, controlling

for other factors lilly only ntrely do so. Social group is such a

factor, because a major difference between the groups "higher
prol;essional" and "unskilled manual" is income level. Inclttding

both income and Social Group in a regression analysis could be
justified if tile matter at issue is whether there are differences

between social groups other than due to inconle, or how nlLlch

income related variation retllaills within a social group. However,

estimating an inconle elasticity from the residual variation having

eliminated the differences due to such factors will rarely be
worlhwhile. The point 11lay be clearest in a forecasting conlexl. To

deduce tile effect on energy dellland of a forecast income increase



is easy enough given a simple energy - income relationship
sunlmed up in :in income elasticity. But to work from :in equation

in many variables requires forecasting :ill those variables too,

taking account of how they relate to income.
Simiklr remarks apply to factors like size and type of dwelling.

At least in urban /Ire/is, these factors :ire not exogenous, but
income dependent. Rather than perform a regression of household

energy expendilure on all variables, an ideal mcxlel would have as

nlany eqtlalions /is endogenous variables (energy expenditure, size
and type of clwelling etc.) with these related to tl~e exogenous

variables (income, region/il location, family composition, etc.). But

while such a model woulcl be very useful, it cotlld not be

estimated from tile dala fronl just a single household budget

survey, I>acause the exogenous variables include prices. For

ex:unple, the probabilily of i)tlrchase of a detached house rather

than a semi-detached ‘.’,,ill depend oil ~vlative price :is ,.,.,ell as on
variables like income and family size. Price variation is required to

estimate coefficients for prices, but prices are fixed in the survey

period.



5. ELECrPaCITY
EAPENDITURE, INCOME AND
HOUSEHOLD SIZE
RELATIONSH]PS AND FREE

ALLOWANCES

5.1
Initial Elasticity

Estimates

Ahhough unexpected results will quickly become evident, it is

best to commence with the same approach employed in the

previous chapter. Figure 5.1 plots electricity (urban) expenditures

agaiost incomes.

Figure 5.1 : Electricity Expenditures and Incomes for Urban Households

Electricity £/week
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The figure shows that lc, r electricity the diminishing rt:sponse,

typical of the senli-log 1(31"111, is very much in evidence. Statistical

tesLs seem to collfillll the better fit of a senli-log rather than linear
equation and estimating the former gives the equations shown in

Table 5. I.

36
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Table 5.1 : Expenditure- Income Equations for Electricity

Constant Coef. t value Mean Elasticity

Semi-log-State -11.22 3.11 27.76 .51
Semi-log-Urban -9.60 2.81 23.94 .44

L Semi-log:Rural -14.33 3.71 58.64 .63

The I]]ean elasticity for rural households is higher than for

urban laouseholds, because the regression coefficients were

correspondingly different. That for rural had standard error .063

and that for urban had standard error .117, so the difference is

statistically significant by a t test. The implication would be that an

il-tcrease ii-t rural incomes would lead to a substantially greater

illciease in e[ectricity expel-tdittlre than would a corresponciing
increase in urban householcl il-tcomes. This seems to at least

require explanation, but the further analyses including family size
are even less credible. These are given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Income and Household Size Effects - Electricity Expenditure

F-- ........ Jnc.eoeL- " t value Size coef. t value Inc. Elas. Size Elas.

iState 2.72 10.75 .67 1.72 ns .44 .11
Urban 2.19 11.96 .95 3.10 .37 .15

._Rural _ ._ 4_.02 _ _ 22.92 -.52 -2.15 .68 -.10
ns - not smtislicdly .signifcant.

The income elasticity is now ahl-tOSt twice as large for rural as

for url:)an, which would seem to require explanation. The size

coefficients are slatistical]y significant for both utbatl ancl rural, but

of opposite sign. As w:is mei-~tioned in the previous chapter,
negative size effects .’ire i-tot tlnreasonab[e t~)l ]uxuries, bul

electricily would usually be thought a necessity. Hov.,ever, there

are some negative effects through demand for electricity being a

derived demand. At fixed income, an exlra n’,ember of a
housel-told may imply more expendit,.ire on food, clothing etc. and

therefore forgoing SOl’he h.lXUlT consun-ter durable, which inay be
electrically pov,,ered. I:’erhaps such negative size effects couM

more than offset the positive effects arising fl-Oln provision of

services (lighting, etc.) to an extra person, especially if the latter

display large econon-ties of scale. It is hard to see, however, why

this should hold for t’ural and i’tot for tlrbal-t households.

At least part of the explanation for these phenolnena can be
sought in the existence of a free electricity ,’lilOwal-tCe.

5.2
The Free

Electricity
Allowa nee

The free electricity allowance scheme was introduced in 1967.

Qualifying households do not pay the standing charge (meter renO
and obtain 1500 free units of electricity per annum - 200 per

period (of two months) in Summer and 300 per period in Winter.
As tlDJts tlntlsed Will-till a period can [)e transferred fOl~vard, the

allowance could be expected to be fully utilised. Electricity
expendilure is measured in the Householcl Budget Sut",,ey on the

basis of the Electricity Supply 13oarcl’s bill for the most recent two



month period and so zeros can easily arise for households with the

free electricity allowance, that are interviewed in Summer. Indeed,

inspection of tile original data reveals many zero electricity

expenditures and veW nlany nlinute expenditures, where the free
allowance was just exceeded. Over tile years, the number of

households entitled to the allowance has increased and in 1997

exceeded 211 thousand. Tile corresponding payment to the ESB

from the Deparlment of Social, Community and Family Affairs was
close to £30 million.

Tile eligil)ility conditions (detailed, for example, in DoSCFA,

1998) imply thai most households with the allowance comprise
pensioners, aged over 65 and dependants, although there are other

qualifying categories too. These include some recipients of

disablement and invalidity welfare payments, deserted wives
allowances, lone parents allowances and various other groups. All

of these households could qualify for an ahemative free piped gas

allowance (if connected for gas, or vouchers for LPG otherwise),

but few make this choice. It should be mentioned here that there
are also fuel allowances payable along with weekly assistance to

low income households, but being cash payments and spent like

any other income, these do not distort measures of fuel
expenditures.

To unclerstand tile impact of tile free electricity scheme on tile

estimation of income elasticities, it is ilecessary to look at tile
clistribution of tile allowance. Its frecluency of occurrence in tile

1994/95 Household I~,uclgel Survey, by urban and rural areas, is
illustrated in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Prevalence of the Free Electricity Allowance in the 1994/95 Survey Households

Urban Rural-Non Farm Farm State I
% Elect. Allow. 16.9 26.1 6.8 18.1

! % Gas Allow. .5 0 0 .3            ,
% NO Allow. 82.6 73.9 93.2 81.6 ’

L=Nq..l~lpusehplds__ _ 5,066. J ,953 ........ _858_ 7 877 ....

There is a substantially higher frequency of allowances in rural
non-l:mll Ilouseholds than in urban ones. A I)reakdown of

households with allowances by gross weekly household income is

given in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Free Electricity by Gross Weekly Household Income

I Income £/week <50 5%110 111-170 171-230 231-290
% Elect. Allow. 17 55.8 33.6 12.3 8.9

! % Gas Allow. 0 .6 1.1 .1 0
% No AUow. 83 43.6 65.3 87.6 91.1

LNo. H.pusehol=ds .... 75 J.,43ff.. 1,198 835 _ _666_

290-400 >400 ,
2.5 .6
.2 0

98.3 99.4 ’
!.106_ _ 2,560_’

By far tile greater number of allowance holding households are

in the lower (but not tile lowest) income groups, although there is

sonle representation ill the higher income categories. Turning to
household composition, Table 5.5 shows the breakdown. Tile
compositions considered are: single adult under 65 years of age

(A<65), single aduh over 65 (A>65), married couple without
children in the household (M2A), married couple with one or more



children (2A+C’s), single aduh with one or more children (A+C’s)

and other households (Other).

Table 5.5: Free Electricity by Household Composition

Other    I

,[

A<65 A>65 M2A 2AC+C’s A+C’s

~ I

% Elect. Allowance 8.1 81.7 31.7 1.1 1.8 7.
% Gas Allowance .1 1.5 .4 0 0;%,oAl,owanoe91.8 10.8 0,., ,8., 98.2

rL No~ i.~ouseholds 839 992 1,~10j.__ 2,355 ~27___2,2 0_3~

The free electricity allowance is most common for single aduhs

aged over 65 and quite frequent for m:m’ied couples without

childrerh whicll, of course, is to be expected given the eligibility of
many pensioners. Very few households with children have tile

allowance. However, the nulnl~ers with the a11owancc arm still

appreciable for single aduhs under 65 and for the "Other"

households.

It is now i:,ossible to see what happens in estimating income

elasticities. From Table 5.4, households with tile allowance arc
predominanlly of ]ower ilaeomc. So there will seem Io be a large

initial response of electricity expenditure Io increasing income,

which is really due to the reduclion in proportion of households
with allow;llaces. The response IO further income ilacl’eases wi[} I)e

more modesl. We can expect the overall income elasticities to be
SOllae’~vhat exaggerated alad .31 least part Of tile selaaJ-log shape, :is

obsm~’ed in Figure 5.1, to I>e spurious. These distortions will be
larger for the rural households, where (Table 5.3) possession of

allowances was higher.

The effects on household size elasticities are more complicated.
Holding (low) income fixed, an increase from one to two in

household size is assocklted (Table 5.5) wilh a reduction in the

proportion of allowances. With further increases in size to

households ",’,,ilia children, the allowance virtually disapl)ears. This
suggests standard eslimation will exaggerate the size effect. Of

course, at higher incomes tim proportions of households with tile

allowance are low and the efl;ect is slight, but, ot’~ average, some
overestimation should resuh. Something like this probably applies

to estimation for urban households. Rural households include

farlllS and it is well known that bachelor fai’i11ers comprise much of

the lower income segment of that profession. Many such farmers
will have equal incomes IO non-l~.lrnl rural l)CllSiolaer couples.

However, Table 5.3 showed that few farmers, unlike pensioners,

hold free electricity allowances, so the single person farm

household could have higher electricity expendilure than the

larger household. This would tend to produce a negative size

effect. This effect may Ix: being heightened I)y the fact that, even
wilhout the allov,,ance, rural non-farm households spencl lesson
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electricity than fama households of equal income and size.’ Other

mechanisms through which a (spurious) negative size effect could

be produced can also be visualised.

5.3
Correcting the

Elasticity
Estimates

Appreciating that elasticities are wrong and why, does not in

itself solve tile problem of how to correct them. The various

possible aplxoaches are described m Conniffe (2000), where the
best option was considered to invoh,e the imputation of extra

electricity expenditure and income to allowance holclers. That is,

the value of the 1500 fi’ee units plus the remission of the standing

charge, expressed as a weekly sum (£2.75) is added to all

allowance holders’ electricity expenditures and to their incomes

before fitting the Engel curve. However, the validity of applying
this l)rocedure can be shown to del)end greatly on there being

relatively few households that would have consumed less than

1500 units without the allowance. Conniffe (2000) estimates the

frequency of such households and in the process estimates upper
bot.Hlds to the well,ire loss aRid t.mwanted electricity prodl.tction

that may I~ implicit~ in a fiee electricity scheme. The paper shows

that the frequency of such households is indeed low enough to
justify ihe imputation estimation method.

Re-estimated equations and elasticities, ignoring household size
effects are shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Expenditure - Income Equations for Electricity

Cons}ant Coef: tvaiue Mean Elastit:ity

Semi-log- State -7.31 2.43 6.62 .35
Semi-log- Urban -6.49 2.29 9.89 .33

Semi:log.~ Rural -9.78 2.91 4.75 .41

Coml)aiing back to Table 5.1, tim coefficients and elasticities

arc nltlch smaller and Ihe urban alld rt]~ll valnes .’ire closer

together with their diflk:rence no longer stalistically significant.
Table 5.7 gives tile corresponding resuhs when the laonsehold size

variable is included.

There are possible COlllp[exities her,:. Fal’nlCl’S. unlike olhcr businessnlen, record

hon~c and busint:ss d~rclricily u:ce oil the salr~c tncIrt:. So lhc CSO ohtai¢~

household dtzclricity CXl~:nditurc by subtr:lcling cslitllalcs of L]s,2 :is inpuls to f:lrnl

cnlcrpriscs. These cslinl:ttes arc supplied Irllm "r~agae~c’s }::11"111 Managcnicilt

Surv,xy. Any esti111:lli~l~ ~zrro~ or biasc.s feed inlo the household figures.

These arlsc [~cat.l~ a low income household. Ih:tl woll[d have cot’tsun’Lcd 1";~.2iow

1500 unils if withoul free eleclrlclty, would probably prefer a dirc¢l iTlcomc
ll7.111s[~Zl" IO Ihc value t)[’ iht" dccIricily al[o’~v~lt~CC, ]’~2CatlSC ~<llnt2 cotlld I~.e spCill oil

prcl~rrcd comn~oditit:s. Tht: palx:r I~und th~zsc h~sscs Io be very small in 199’i-95.

ahhough Illey may not have I~acn so in Ihc past. (’I’he numl-.~ar of fret: units ot"

dcctricily has nOl ¢h:mgtxI since Ihc ’~ixlics a[lllough in~2omcs have risci1 grcally.

Ir~ :l¢l(lilitll~ the variely of eleclricdly powered :q~l~lianccs wa.s considerably smancr
Ihcl~.) "[’ht2y inighl nil[ rcillaJn ~:11 it’t Iht: I~llkllc. t2ilhcr, if the i~tllllh.er of Ii’t2c Llnil5

was IO I’m subslar’tliaily increased.
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Table 5.7: Income and Household Size Effects - Electricity Expenditure

J Inc. coef. t value Size coef. t value Inc. Elas, Size Elas.

I State
2.40 6.11 .46 ,48 ns .35 .07

Urban 2.28 9.79 .58 .96 ns .33 .08
L Rural 3.20 3.96 -,72 -.43 ns -- .45 -j0_~_

Again coml)aring back to Table 5.2, tile income coefficients and

elasticities :ire smaller and no longer statistically significantly
different between urban and rural. The formerly significant positive

coemeienl for tile urban size effect is no longer so, although still

positive. The rural size effect still has Ihe negative sign, but the

coefficient is now statistically insignilicanl. While, as noted earlier,

there could still be residual problems related to estimation of

expenclitums in fann households, perhaps resl)onsible for the

negative sign, an overall finding of a statistically insignificant size
effect is not implausil)le. Ahhough hirger households will tend to

use more electricily, sul)stantial economies of household scale in

electricity use seem likely. In addilion, at fixed household income,

families wilh children incur extra necessm3, expenditures and Ibis
1111.151, tO SOllle extent, prevent the acquisition of solne electrically

powered [tlxnry constlmer dural)les.

Tim semi-log form was retained in Ihese lal)les for consistency

in making comparisons, ahhough there was no real statistical

advantage over the linear functional form. The latter was actually a
slightly better lit for urban data, ahhough slightly worse for rural

households. It :ippears thai much of tile original non-linearily
derived froln treating the apl)arcnt expenditures of allowance

holding households on the same basis as other housel’Lolds.
A final analysis of some interest is to include the index of

electrical appliances, which w:is described in Chapter 2, :is an

exlra variable ill the regression. Since dclllalld [or electricily

derives from possession of electrically powered al)pliances,
conirolling for Ilie stock of appliances mighl be expected Io reduce

the income elasticity greatly, perhaps even to insignificance.

Adding the index does reduce the elasticily substantially, but it is
still significantly above zero. It is unclear how much of flits

residual relationship is due to grealer use of possessed applkulces

with increasing incolnc, or to tile inadequacy of the index :is an

ideal measure of Ihe slock of appliances. For forecasting or olher

applications, however, it is of course the unreduced elasticities of
Table 5.6 that matter.



6. HIGH ELAST[OTY
D__rELS- GAS AND On.

6.1
Gas Elasticities

There is a free piped gas scheme, analogous to Ihe free

electricity allowance, but alternative to it. As was shown in the

previous chapter few consumers avail of it, so the resultant
complications do not arise. Based on a division of urban

households by income deciles, Figure 6.1 plots the gas

expenditure to incorne (total expenditure) relationslfip.

Figure 6,1: Gas Expenditures and Incomes for Urban Households
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The figure is at least as StlppOrlivc of a linear curve as a semi-

log and Table 6.1 confirms this. It should be mentioned again here
tha¢ the R"~ in the table, while appropriate for comparing the

functional forms is not the standard OLS R’ and overstates

goodness of fit. Since gas is essentially an urban fuel, the rows for

Slale anti Rural, employed in the case of electricity, are omitzed

here.

Table 6.1; Equations and Goodness of Fit Measures for Gas

, - ....... R2"- -- SEE Constant        Coef. t value Mean
Elasticity

Semi-log- Urban .91 6.99 -5.85 1.43 9.2 .66
LJne~r- U~n _ ,~ _ 5.85 .54 -- , ,005 , _ 11.0 _ _ .75 _

Chapters 2 and 3 discussed the importance of centr:d heating as

a determinant of gas consumption and so it is not suq)rising that

an analysis (not displayed) including possessior~ of central heating

as an additional explanatory variable (thai is, controlling for

42
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possession) gave far lower il’iconle elasticities, shov.,ing that most

of the increased consumption of gas al higher incomes resnhs from

installation of gas central heating. However, this has probably

already been treated in sufficient detail in Chapter 3. Adding

household size to Ihe linear equation gives the resuhs shown in

Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Income and Household Size Effects - Gas Expenditure (Urban Areas)

’ Inc. coef. t value Size coef. t value Inc. Elas. Size Elas. I
Lu=rban .... .0045 6.86 .114 .73 .68 .17 J

The size coefficient is not statistically significant an(l

COml)arison with Table 6.1 shows that adding household size has

not apprecial31y ahered the income coefficient in the linear

equation. This is reasofiable enough given that gas is largely a

cenmd heating fuel, and substantial economies of household scale

could be expected.

6.2 A 17101 of oil expenditures on income is shown in Figure 6.2,

Oil Elasticities again for urban households.

Figure 6.2: Oil Expenditures and incomes for Urban Households
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The relationshiI) apl)e:irs illnch closer to linear than 1o semi-log

and this is supporled by lhe coefficients of determii3ation and

standard errors of estimate given in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Equations and Goodness of Fit Measures for 0il

r ............ 1~2 .... ~ --    Constant Coef. t value Mean n

Elasticity I
Semi-log- State .86 13.7 -7.54 1.74 6.90 .81

Linear- Stale .98 5.0 .09 .0066 20.49 .96

Semi-log- Urban .86 10.6 -7.42 1.66 6.96 .87

Linear- Urban .98 3.8 -.09 .0061 20.58 1.65

Semi-log- Rural .83 10.2 -8.73 2.06 6.16 .81

Linear- Rural .95 5.2 .15 .0085 12.94 .94

With elasticity values of al)out unity, oil is the inosi income

responsive of all fuels. However, this is entirely associated with the



high income el‘isticity of central heating. When possession of

central heating is controlled for by ‘idding an ‘ippropriate clumnW
variable to the regression, income el‘istieities drop to nearly zero

‘ind ‘ire not statistically significant. Adding the household size

variable into the linear equation gives the resulLs shown in Table
6.4.

Table 6.4: Oil Expenditure - Income and Household Size Effects

....... /’nc. coef. -~t v~alu’~- " " Size coef. t value Inc. Elas. Size Elas.
i State .0075 15.2 -.182 -2.14 1.09 -.28
, Urban .0066 14.0 -.125 -1.31ns 1.13 -.21
: Rural .... .01j4 .... 9~93 _-.407_ _ _-2,82 __ _ j.27_ _ _ :.51 _

n~ - nol ~t~lisli~llly signili~,inl.

[ncome elasticities have incre‘ised sonlewhat compared to

T‘ible 6.3 and the size el‘isticities for both urban and n.lml areas
are negative, significantly so for the latter. Unlike in the case of

electricily, these negative signs ‘ire not surprising. Economies of

household scale were to I>e expected, given that oil is a central

heating It,el, which would suggest that effects, if ~sitive, would

be small. ]]tit because the income elasticities are greater than lanily,

making oil technic‘lily ‘i "luxut3,", another effect oper‘ites. Much of

the measured effect of size is the effect of children in the
household. Chilclren imply certain COllmaitments ‘ind (liven

expef~ditures tov.,‘irds necessities. At a given level of incolTle ‘i
couple with ‘i child, as comp‘ired with ‘i childless couple, have

less discretionary inconle to devote to "itlxuries". In the case of oil,

what hal>pelas is th‘it ‘ilthough ‘i childless couple on a cemtin

income can afford to install central heating, parents of children
cannot at lh,it income.

The income coefficient for rural ‘ireas is significantly grealer

than for urban and th‘it makes sense too. Since central heating is

seen as highly desirable, ‘in incre‘ise in income leads to insl‘illation
and in rural households that implies oil as ‘i fuel. But in urban

‘ire‘is a g‘is system m‘iy be installed. The fact that the el‘isticities do

not seem to Itllly reflect the dill~rences in c~fficients is bec‘iuse
e[‘isticifies (of line‘ir rcl‘itionships) incre‘ise with incomes and these

are higher in urban areas. The higher negative coefficien~ for size

in mini ‘ireas (which is reflected in the el‘isticities) can be similarly
expl‘iincd. If, because of the cost of children, parents in ‘i mini

household cannot afl()l’d IO install central heating, ‘in ;t111o1.1111 of oil

iS not pureh‘ised. ]]ut i11 an tlrban ‘ire‘i the cent~tl heating, could it

h‘ive been afforded, might have been a gas system in the firsl

pl‘ice.

6.3
Elasticity Use in

Forecasting

Given forecasts, or scenarios, for Itlltlre household inconle,

coml::,osition ‘ind I~ation, these el‘isticity estim‘ites can Im e‘isily
employed to deduce household demands lot gas ‘ind oil. The

quite important nlodcniling size effect for oil ill rtir‘i] arc‘is ShO~VS

th‘il demogr‘iphic changes could Im import‘int. However, to pul

the utility of these eslimaies in prolmr perspective, it is worlh
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ren~embering the evidence of Chapter 3. Demands for both gas

and oil :u’e driven I)y clem:md for central heating. Possession of

central heating has a high income elasticiW and tables suggested
the 1994/95 housing stock was well short of saturation - a picture

that received sul)l)ot’t from tile corresl)onding figures for NortherF~
Ireland in 1996 as reported in Section 3.5.

However, the frequency of central herlting hacl incre.’lsed

substantially from the previous round of tile Household 13udget

Survey in 1987 and the substantial income increases of recent
}re,lrs nlLISl have acce]e~lted its acquisition. AS pointed out in

Section 3.3, very few recently constFucted dwellings lack central

heating. So as central heating :Jpproaches s:~tumtion within existing

housing, gas and oil elasticities will be I:*rgely detemlined by the
income elasticity of the housing stock and tile Ioc:*tion of new

housing



7. THE INFERIOR DgEtS-

COAL, TURF AND LPG

7.1
Coal Elasticities

Tile relationship of expenditure to income for tile three fuels

considered here will contrast greatly with that for the two high

elasticity fuels considered in the previous chapter and indeed with
that for electricity. Figure 7.1 shows expenditures on coal for urban

households by income deeiles.

Figure 7.1: Coal Expenditures and Incomes for Urban Households

Coal £/week
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Clearly there is no point investigating whether there is a semi*

log or linear increasing relationship with income. A decrease with

income (except, perhaps, at low incomes) is indicated. Fitting a
linear income decrease gave income elasticity estimates of -29,

-.38 and -.I 1 for Stare, Urban and Rural respectively. The analyses
are not shown in detail, but those including Ihe household size

variable revealed solne hlteresting asl)ects and are displayed in

Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Coal Expenditure - Income and Household Size Effects

-Inc. coefl Tvalue * Size coef. - t-val~Je Inc, Eias. - Size E/as.

State -.0049 -4.57 .48 2.60 -.56 .58
Urban -,0055 -5.48 .62 3.03 -.69 .76
Rural -.003 >fl6_ns_ -.01 :~02 ns_ >10 :.O1

n~ - 11o1 statistically Sigi’dflctnl.

For urban ]aouseholds there is a significant clecrease in coal

expenditure with increasing income and consequently the income

elaslicity is negative, making coal technically an "inferior" good.
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The urban size effect is statistically signfficanl and positive, which

makes sense. As incomes increase households switch away from
coal, presunmbly because they can afford to install healing systems

thai nse oil or gas. 13ut housellolds ’,vi01 children or other
dependants will not be al31e to afford Ihis step at inconle levels

where smaller households could. For rural households, neither

income nor household size are significantly related to coal

consumption. The absence of a significant decline similar to that
for url3an areas may have something to clo with solid fuel central

heating. Table 3.8 has shown this to be more frequent in mini
househokls, ahhough it was far from being as popul:lr as oil. The

legal restrictions on smoky coal in urban areas I11ay be ;i factor in

the difference. Lov.,er income households may have stayed with

coal, by stlbstitnting the more exl~nsive smokeless coal (and
claiming the fuel allowance provided for the purpose), while

higher income households switched to central heating. The large
difference I)etween tile income elasticity ignoring houselaold size

and Ihat taking it into account is, of course, due to the large size

effect.

7.2
Turf Elasticities

Tile piclurc for turf is vet3, similar to that for coal. Figure 7.2

illustmles urban expenditures oil turf. Again, there is tile tendency

to decline with increasing income, ahhough it is not a closely

fitting relationshilg. The income elasticities were estimated as -.30,

-.31 and -.12 for State, Urban alld Rtu’al respectively. Taking

household size into account, gives a similar resuhs to those
obtained for coal as the analyses in Table 7.2 show.

Figure 7.2: Turf Expenditures and Incomes for Urban Households
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Table 7.2: Turf Expenditure - Income and Household Size Effects
..................................
Inc. coef, T value Size coef, t value Inc. Elas. Size Elas.

Slate         -.0023 -3.54 .14 1.98 ns -.43 .28
i Urban -.0009 -2.09 .04 .39 ns -.37 .14 ]
.RuraaL _ __ :._0050 _ __ -3.69 ....... 52 ...... 2.53 ____ -.4~ .55

ns = not slalisllCillly Sigl’dl~callL
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As before, income coefficients and elasticities are negative,
while those for size are positive and similar interpretations apply.

The size coefficient for urban is not actually statistically significant

and that for income is only just. As was evident from Table 2.1,

Turf is a relatively unimportmlt fuel in ud~an areas and so the
overall pattern for the State is dominated by Ihe rural relationship,

where Turf is still an inlpoFlanl I’zousehold fuel.

7.3
LPG Elasticities

LPG is the least important fuel overall, ahhough it is relatively

more important in rural areas, where piped gas is unavailable.
Figure 7.3 shows expenditures and incomes for urban areas.

Figure 7.3: LPG Expenditures end Incomes for Urban Households
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Ag:dn there is an ercatic scatter at Iov., incomes before definite

decline at higher incomes for these urban households. The income
elaslicities for St:lie, Urban :rod Rural are estimated as -.32, -.48

and -.05. Table 7.3 again includes the household size variM)le in
the same Way :Is IOl" the other ftlels,

Table 7.3: LPG Expenditure - Income and Household Size Effects

Inc, �oef, 1" value Size coef, t va/ue~ Inc. E/as. Size I~las,
State -0011 -2.45 .04 .55 ns -.39 .16
Urban -,0010 -2.19 .02 .21 ns -.52 .10
Rural -.0008 -.81 ns . .08 .63 ns _ -.18 ,20
ns - nOl sl:lli~liC;l]Iy signiflcanl.

Again, elasticities are negative for income and positive for size,

but the lauer were not stntistic:dly signific:mt and Ihe income effect

WaS not sigl]ificanl for the l~I.Ir~II sector, This :lbseflce of clecline
with income is perh:q~s related to the un~v:fil:d3ility of pipecl gas.



8. SUMMARISING AND

COMPARING EIAS CTIIES

8.1

Correcting the
Overall

Elasticities

A remaining rusk is to correct the over:dl energy elasticities,

derived in Chapter 4, for the effects of Ihe overestimation of tile

electricity income elasticity. The income elasticity of fuel j is

Ea_
y Oxj

Xj ~y

where y is income and xI is expenditure on fuel j. Total, or overall,
energy expenditure is E x~ and its income elasticity is

where tile W’s are the proportions of expenditure spent on tile

fuels. There are different sets, of course, for urban, rural and the
whole State. Then the overall elasticities at average household
income can be obtained by using the proportions from Table 2.1fl

In tile conlptltation the nrban gas elasticity can be used for rural
and State, I:mcause the weighting by proportion (zero for mini) will

rake care of the fact that it is an urban fuel. Exactly the same

approach al)plies to household size elasticities. Can3,ing out the

caJcu]ations leads to the elasticities in Table 8.1.

6
II is true the electricity expcndituru in Table 2,1 does not include the free

al]o%vallCe, but Iht2 [tlrthcr correction would [3c2 ",,el~, ininor.
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Table 8.1: Adjusted Elasticities for Overall Household Energy

............. Stat’~e ..... Urban Rural

i Income ignodn9 household size .25 .29 .25 :
= Income allowing for household size .19 .23 .25
! Hous_ehold size a‘8o_~’p g f oLLncom 0_ : 15 ......... .18 ........... .01 ........

For ease of comparison the original estimates clerived in

Chapter 4, and given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, are presented again in
Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Initial Estimated Elasticities for Overall Household Energy

~S-~te- ..... Urban ..... ~Rur~l- ~ --’

Income ignonn9 household size .32 .33 .33
Income allowing for household size .27 .28 .36 ,

i HousehoJd sizea p~vng for rico=me _
.08 ...... .10 .... -.04_

_

For income elasticities ignoring household size (this is the

"tlStla[" illcome elasticity, which averages over households of

vawing sizes), the adjusted values are lower than the original as
would be expected. Taking account of household size, the

adjusted income elasticities are also lower than the initial and the

urban and I~lI:tl values are little different, whereas originally rural

had seemed substantkdly higher than urban. Both adjusted size

elasticities are positive (ahhough the value for rural is small), v,,hile
initkdly the urban was positive and the mini negative.

For convenience, the income elasticities for all fuels are
8.2

summarised in Table 8.3. Ahhough mentioned in Chal)ter 4, it
Stlmmarisitlg

probably bears repeating here that income elasticities estimated at
the Income

a fixed time point within a household budget survey are not
Ehtsticities

necessarily the same as estimates made over time. Ideal dam

would come from an annually repeated budgel survey.

Nonetheless, the estimates in Table 8.3 are likely to be far I:)etter

for most purposes than elasticities deduced from it.lst a couple of
widely separated time points. For example, Table 2.2, showed that

income increased by 15.5 per cent bep.veen 1987 and 1994, while

energy expenditure rose by 5.3 per cent that would "imply" an

income elasticity of .34, perhaps not too differem from the survey
estimate.

Table 8.3: Summary of Income Elasticities

fncorn~e~Elastic’i~/oE -Stat*’e - U~a--n R-uraT-
Overall energy expenditure .25 .29 .25

Gas expenditure Na .75 Na
Electricity expenditure .35 .33 .41
Coal expenditure -.29 -.38 -.11
Tud expenditure -.30 -.31 -.12
Oil expenditure .96 1.05 .94

LP_G_expenditure. .~.32 -..48 _ :.05



But similar reasoning for gas and coal, say, would have implied

elasticities of 6.3 and -2 respectively! The reasons, of course, are

that other factors such as the expansion of the gas grid and

restrictions on snloky coal have occurred over the period.

T
8.3

It may be worth comparing the elasticities fOl.lnd for this 1994-95

Household P, udget Survey with estimates obtained for past sui~,cys
Previous

Household by other authors. I.eser (1964) estimated elasticities from the 1951-
52 HI3S, Pratschke (1969) replicated these using the 1965-66 HBS,

13udget Survey
Murphy (1975-76) did likewise for the 1973 sur’,,ey :lnd Conniffe

Estimates
and Scott (1990) reported elasticities from the 1980 and 1987
rounds of the I-IBS. The authors did not have identical breakdowns

of fuels - Pratscllke and ~,4urphy ran oil aild I.PG together :is "other

fuels" and I.eser also illcluded turf in this category. It is ver~, likely

that "free electricity bias" has been oper:lting in :ill surveys since,
:lad including, 1973. The effects were unforlunately nol

appreciated by authors, ahhough even if they had been, remedial

action would nol have Ime~’~ feasible without access Io the survey

data ;.it household level. Such data were not macle available in the

past. The estimates are gk,en in Table 8.4 and (except for Gas,

which is obviously urt):in based) correspond to "Whole State"

values, except for the earliest fIBS, xvhich ’,’,,:is urb;in only. The

1994-95 eslimates are, of course, Ihose corrected for the free
electricity allowance.

Table 8.4: Elasticity Estimates from Rounds of the Household Budget Survey

HBS 1951-52
Total Fuels .50 .32 .46 .48 .43 .25

Gas .48 .47 .20 .44 .37 .75
Electricity 1.01 .82 .87 .72 .76 ,35
Coal .59 .08 ns .06 ns .02 ns -.01 ns -.29
Turf na .51 -.69 -.55 -.50 -.30
Oil na na na 1.54 1.85 .96
LPG na na na .01 ns -.50 -.32
Other_ _ __    _-=06 ns       .1___0 ...... 86 ...... n a ....... na ...... na .....

l~s - figure not ,si:uislic:llly signil~cantly difl~rent froln zero.
n:t - not :ipl)lic=ll~le.

Over. time, therc have not I)een the steady reductiolls in

elasticities that might be expected of an inelastic commo(lity given

steadily risii’lg average income, except perhaps for electricity. The
derived den]and nature of energy coilsumplion is responsible for

some patterns. Oil is a central heating fuel and centrally heated
houses were rare ill Ireland before the late 1960s. So the elasticity

for "Other" fuel is low until the 1973 sul~,ey (oil, presumably,

being then the dominant component) and the subsequent oil
elasticities :ire very high. The relative fall in value from 1987 to

1994 is largely because of the emergence of nalural gas :is a
centl=ll heating fuel. In the earlier suP,,eys, m:inufactured town gas

was largely :i cooking fuel and high income urb:in househokls

often did not have gas co~lnections, but this situation has changed

greatly since the mid-1980s. Coal and turf :ire low-income fuels



and, with the passage of time, have changed from having low

income elasticities to actually declining with income.
As regards the electricity elasticity, had the distorting effect of

tile free scheme been absent, the values might well have declined

steadily in "classic" fashion. In the 1950s the elasticity was unity or
alyave, making electricity a "luxury", lyecause many electrical

appliances (refrigerators, for example) ’.,,,ere not common in low

income households. Nowadays, such appliances are seen as

necessities and the relative variation in electricity consumption

from love to higher income households is much less. Ahhough the
elasticity had dropped by 20 per cent by the 1965/66 Household

Budget Sun,ey, it had actually increased a little by the 1973 sup/ey

and declined by relatively little until this most recent survey. It is
very likely that the introduction of the free scheme in 1967 biased

estimates upwards. If the degree of bias Olyemting in 1987 was the

sanle as found in this study (the .51 elasticity eslimate of Table 3.1

as compared with the .35 figure in Table 8.3), the elasticity then
should have been .49 mlher than .76. Because the electricity bias

feeds through, though diluted by the other fuels, into the elasticity

estimates for total household energy, file drop from 1987 to

1994/95 is exaggerated. Adjusting the 1987 figure in the same

manner, woukl give .32. Some of the increase in elasticity lyetween

1965/66 and the 1973 suma,eys is also a manifeslation of the bias,
but much of it must lye the oil and central heating effecK that has

already been mentioned.

To complete this discussion some COlnlllenls Oll tile long term
applical)ility of the current elasticity values and Ihe derivation of

future estimates are appropriate. The elasticities shown in Table

8.3 can lye used, at least in the short term, for forecasling the
increased national energy and fuel demands by the household

sector consequent on predicted income growth. As nlenlioned in
Chapter 5, there could have been bias in the estimation of

electricily demand, even with the adjusted (imlgUtation based)

elasticities, had there lyeen more than aveW small proportion of

households that would have used less thaft 1500 units without the

allowance. However, that could conceivably change in Ihe longer

term. Future demognqghic paltems and allowance eligibility
condilions could combine to considerably iflcrease the proportion

of households with allowances. If there should also lye any

substamltial increase in the size of allowance (number of unils),
there would lye estimalion bias in predicting electricity demand. Of
course, elasticity estimmes are likely to be re-estimated after eve,3’

new roulld of the HI?,S, I)tll that ftlttlre estinlation :111(I stlbseqtlenl

prediction should rake full account of the free electricity allowance

as it then will be.



9. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO

ENERGY POUCY

9.:1
Conclusior~s
Summarisecl

For tile households surveyed in tile 1994-95 round of the

Household Budget Survey, energy expenditure averaged £15 per
v.,eek, or 4.8 per cenl of total household expenditure. Of the six

fuels - piped gas, electricity, coal, turf, oil and LPG - involved in
household energy consulllplion, expenditure was largest on

electricity, being over 40 per cent of the total. Betv.,een 1987 and

1994 energy expenditure hlcreased by 5.3 per cent in real terms,
eomparecl with a 15.5 per cent increase in tolal household

exl)enditure, but Ibis nlasks more dramatic changes between

sectors and fuel shares. For urban households energy expencliture

increased I)y just a little over 1 per cent, while for rural households
it increased by 12 per cent. Expenditure on Gas rose by 97 per

cent and on Oil by 110 per cent (86 l~er cent in urban and 153 per

cent in rural areas), while expenditures on coal, turf ancl LPG fell

substantially. These patterns resuhed from the increased

prevalence of central heating, the growth of the nattt~d gas
industlT and disal)l)roval of "cliff}," fuels. In 1987 half of all houses

possessed full cenmfl heating anti by 1994 that had increased to

over two-thirds. However, this is cemfinly not tile saturation level

and the scope for further increase is evident from the 87 per cent
possession rate in Notlhem Ireland dwellings in 1996.

This increase in certtml heating was greater for rural than for

url)an households (a catching up process) and this: along with the
unavailability of piped gas in rural areas, explains the huge

increase in rural oil demand. In urban households new central

heating inslalkldons (and switches from solid fuel systems, which

declined substantially in number) were spill between gas and oil

systems. In 1987, 5.4 per cent of households had gas fuelled

central heating, while 13.3 per cent had an oil based system and

by 1994 tile corresponding figures were 21. I per cent and 24.6 i:mr
cent respectively. The relatively greater increase for gas reflects a

shift in the income status of the typical gas connected household.

In 1987 the average income of gas connected households was

lower than the average for households without connectioh, but ii+t
the 1994-95 survey the situation was reversed. The importance of
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tile legislative restrictions on smoky fuels in ud)an areas can be
seen from the facts that coal expenditure declined between these

years I)y 39 per cent in urban, comparecl with 14 per cent in rural

areas, while turf, becatlse I)riquettes hacl been exempted fronl the
legislation, declined by only 5 per cent in url)an, compared with

15 per cent in n.lKll ;treas. There was at’tother "catching tip" process
of runJl to url)an :is regards possession of electrically powered

consunxer durables and this was reflected in tile relative increases

in electricity expenditures - tip 29 per cent for rural as compared
with 3 per cent for urban households. (The free electricity

allowance difficulties ;ire ignored here, because they should

largely cancel out of a comparison of successive rounds of tile

Household Budget Survey).

In spite of the increases Itmtween 1987 and 1994, overall levels
of possession of cenmd heating and of some constlmer durables

were still, as mentioned earlier, well short of saturation in the latter

year. This, in conjunction with the high level of new household
formation of recent years, which can Ixe expected to continue for

tile years immediately ahead, suggests that the 1994-95 elasticity

picture remains appropriate. Of course, if saturation approaches,

the rote of new household formation will become the key

deternlinant of the household sector’s demands for oil, gas and
electricity. The balance between future demand for oil and gas will

del)end, not only on relative price, but on household location and

availability of gas connection.

Frequency of connection was related to type of housing in the

1994-95 survey. The higher frequencies occurred for Semi-
detached (+Terraced) houses (32 per cent) and for apartment

blocks (20 per cent). For houses built between 1918 and 1970, tile

incidence of gas connection exceeded a third. This fell to about 15

per cent for subsequent house construction up to 1985, but

increased again to 24 per cent for houses buih ber, veen then and

tile survey. Gas connected houses had a higher proportion of

cenmd heating (84 per cent) tllan had houses without gas
connection (68 per cent). In the fommr, tile system of central

heating was predominantly (91 per cent) gas, while in tile lauer,

oil fuelled systems were most frequent (50 per cen0. However,
since only a minority of houses were gas connected (26.3 per cent

of urban or 17.9 per cent of all), oil based systems were more

frequent (38 per cen0 than gas fuelled systems (29 per cent) in

I.l rban areas.

Frequency of central heating was strongly related to Wpe of
housing. Of detached and semi-detached houses, 77 per cent and

72 ixer cent possessed central heating, :is did 50 per cent of

househokls living in large apartment I)locks. For households living
in small apartnlent blocks Ihe percentage fell to 27 pet cent and

was lower still for bed-sitters and other :~ccommodation. Oil was

by far the most frequent heating fuel in detachecl ]louses (rural are
included, of course), while gas was slightly more frequent than oil

in semi-detached houses (33 per cent :is conlpared to 31 per cent).

Only in apartments was electric central Ileating relatively frequent.
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It was the conlmonest systenl (50 pet cent) for households living

in small al)artment blocks and the second most frequent for
households living in ku’ge apartment blocks (33 per cent), or

corn,erred apartments (25 per cent), following oil systems in both

cases (v,,ith 37 per cent and 41 per cent respectively). As might be
expected, older houses had lower possession of central heating,

while about 80 per cent of dwellings dating from 1960 to 1984
now have it. Since 1986, few dwellings have been constructed

without it.

Although possession of central heating has become more

prevalent in all social classes, it is still income related. There is

over 90 per cent possession in the "higher" social groups such as

"higlaer prol~:ssional" and "self eml)loyed’, Iktlling to around 50 per

cent at the "lower" end for such :is unskilled manual. Perhaps

more interestingly, the higher social groups favour oil or gas - the
clean, convenient, fuels. The fiequencies of these systems fall and

backl::,oiler alld other systems beconle more COlllnlon with Iov.,er

social group.

Average energy exl)endilure by rural households exceeded that

for urban households, although rural incomes were somev,,hat

lower and the "catching up" :Is regards central heating and
possession of electrically pov.,ered constlnler durables had not

quite achieved equality. The explanation does not seem to lie with

differences in the fuel mix, although this did vaW considerably
between urban at’<l rural because of the restrictions on smoky

fuels in the former and the unavailability of gas in the laner. The

greater frequency of older houses in rural areas and the far greater

frequency of detached houses seems to increase the expense of

home heating, ahhough there may be other possible exl)lanations

such :is housing utilisation, if rural honles are more likely to be
occupied during the day.

Quantification of tile relationship between householci

expenditures on fuels and inconle, which is necessmT for certain
purl)oses (forecasting , for example) was achieved by estimating

Engel cula,es and income elasticities. Electricity is the most

important fuel, but in 1994 over 18 per cent of hish households

possessed a free electricity allowance and this created

complications in using die Household Budget Survey data for
estimation. Ignoring the allowances would have biased the income

elasticity estimate upwards and have distorted comparisons

between the results for urban and rural households. The

imputation procedure, as justified in Conniffe (2000), permitted

derivation of useable inconle elasticities. For the State as a whole,
the income elasticity - the percentage increase in electricity

expenditure, given a one per cent increase ill income - ,.,,,as

estimated to be .35. This elasticity and all others given here are
calculated al the mean. Because of substantial economies of

household scale in electricity utilisation, the household size effect

(given fixed income) was small and not statistically significantly

different fronl zero. For this leason~ too, the income elasticity
averaged over household size equalled the income elasticity at
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fixed household size. For most fuels these ,,’.,ill differ and the

former is probably best for short run prediction of response to

income, while time latter is better if investigating separate effects of

income and household size changes on fuel expenditure.

The income elasticities of gas and oil were relatively high, the
whole State values being .75 and 1.05 respectively. Energy is

usually thought of as a necessity, v,,hich nommlly implies a low,

but positive, income elasticity, as in time case of electricity. The
reason for the high figures for gas and oil, with the latter being

technically a "luxtlry", is that possession of a clean system of
cenlml heating is very definitely an aspiration of every household

as income increases. Gas is largely a central heating fuel and oil is

entirely so. The income elasticities (at fixed household size) of gas

and oil were, .68 and 1.09 respectively. The household size
elasticity (fit fixed income) is significantly negative (-.28) for oil,

which is not surprising. Larger household size usually means more

children. Chilclren imply certain commitments and divert

expenditures towards necessities. So although a childless couple
with a certain income could afford to install central heating,

parents ~x,itll children and the salne inconle i]l:ly be unable to

afford to.

For the fuels coal, turf and LPG, expenditures fall with higher

incomes, so that the income elasticities are all negalive. The whole
State income elasticities were -.29, -.30 and -.32. For coal tfie

income elasticily (at fixed household size) was -.56, ahhough this
was a pooled average over consider:d)ly clifferent urban (-.69) and

rural (-.1). The legal restrictions on smoky coal in urban areas may

be a I~letor ill the difference, Lower income houselaolds nlay fi:lve

stayed with coal, by substituting the more expensive smokeless
coal (and claiming the fuel allowance provided for the puq)ose),

while higher income households switched to central heating. The
urban household size elasticity (.76) is statistically significanl and

large, probably I)ecause households a~ fixed (Iowish) incomes wilh

children or other dependants will not be able to afford to install

heating syslems that use oil or gas and have to stay with smokeless
coal. For turE income elasticities (at fixed size) are negative (-.43

for the state) while those 1~lr size arc positive (.25 for the State)

and similar interpretalions apply. For I.PG, lhe least important fuel,
elasticities are again negative for ilacome (-.39) and positive for

size (.16), although the latter was not stalistically significant.

Indeed, for time rural sector neither itlconle nor household size

efl~cts were significant.

From the elasticities for fuels, Illose 1~lr overall energy
expenditure were deducecl by weighting by fuel shares. They are

preferable to time estimates Ihal were earlier obtained by relating

tOl:l] energy expenditure to income, because time "free electricity
ef|ect" would have introduced bias. since electricity is the most

i131pol~anl fuel in expendiltlr~ terms. "l’he income elasticities were

.25, .29 and .25 for time Stole, Urban and Rum[ respectively. The
corresponding income e]asficities at fixed household size were. 19,

.23 and .25 and for size at fixed income were .15, .18 and .01.
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Electricity elasticities previously estimated from earlier rounds

of the Household Budget Survey probably contain biases due to
failure to take proper account of the free electricity scheme, but, of

course, the relevant authors did not have access to household level
survey data. To a lesser extent, the overall energy elasticities may

have been similarly affected. Some anomalies in the historical

record of estinl~ltes may be explic:lble o11 these grounds. As

regards estimation from future rouncls of the HBS, it is conceivable

that demographic change, alterations to free electricity eligibility
conditions and especially an increase in the size of allowance

could worsen the bias problern arid even invalidate some of the

assunlplions on which tile corrective approach derived in Conniffe

(2000) was based.

9.2
Implications for

Energy Policy

As was outlined in the introcluctors, chapter, energy policy it’i

Ireland has varied over time and h:is seemed to have largely ]:)een

determined I)y the l)redonlinant problem of tile nlonlent. Energy

policy could 13,; focused on ~ttly of sever;ll not entirely compatible
objectives or, perhaps more realistically, cou[cl seek a balance

between them. The objectives coulcl it’~clucle: mit’limisatio1"1 of

national energy costs; maintaining maximum security of supply;

mininaising negative externalities, such as damage to tile

en,.,irof~t’t’tent; safeg’,.~arding hoiJsellold welfare and perhaps even

inzlintzlinil’tg elllployn’tent ill regions very dependent ota energy
utilities.

CLirrently 01e el’~vironlllental aspect seems donlinanl, Jl’l view of

the genera] scientific concern that carbon dioxide emissions are
cattsing global wamling and the specifications of the Kyoto

agreement, to x’¢hich tile EU is patly. Energy usecl in homes is, of

cot~rse, o~’~ly one component of national energy use and hence of

emissions. AS was discussed in the introductory chapter, other

economic sectors constlllle more etlergy and, indeecl, Conniffe el
al. (1997) have shown that, on present trends, the greatest increase

in constlmption will be attributable Io more private motoring and a
greater stock of cars. However, the household sector contribution

Io emissions and its potential for increase is important. The

Housing Executive (1998) paper quotecl 1996 UK figures of
average annual CZllbon dioxide emissiol’~s from clwellings. In Great

Britain emissions aver:tged 7.5 tonnes per clwelling, while in

Northern Ireland the corresponding average was 16.7 tonnes. The

rezlson Ihe figure Ic, t Northern Ireland was nlore than twice as

large was largely because British dwellings were far more likely to
have access to naltll~l[ gas, which has a nltlch lower carl)on

intensity thall oil or solid fttels. With the somewhat lo;ver
proportion (at least in 1994-95) of centrally healed houses in the

I~.epul)lic :1iic1 more access to nattlr~ll gas than in Northern Ireland,
although less than it’~ Britain, tile average antaual carbon dioxide

emissions from dwellings here is prob:fl)ly in I)etween these

figures. Multiplied up by the 1.05 households for 1994-95, the total

is not at all negligible.
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Turning to the potential for increase, tile recent Medium-Tem~

Review of tile Irish economy by Duffy, Fitz Gerald, Kearney and
Smyth (1999) forecasts the number of households increasing by

45,000 per year for a decade and also predicts a doubling of
disposable income over the same period. Because of the low

income elasticity, a doubling of a household’s income would imply

only a 25 per cent increase in its energy consumption. However,

taken with the increase in number of households, the sector’s
energy use would grog, by around 80 per cent. It may well be

plausible that future household size ,.,,,ill Ix: smaller, on average,

than currently, but hardly by enough to make much difference,
given the small size elasticity fotmd earlier. The 80 per cent

increase in energy consumption need not tr:mslate into a

corresponding increase in emissions. All fuels, except for

electricity, contril3ute directly to carbon dioxide emissions with the

fossil fuels - oil, coal and turf - having the higher concentrations

and, as the UK emissions figures show, this can make a big
difference. However, except for oil, consumption of fossil fuels has

been shown to decline with ir~come and illso, its has been

mentioned, ahnost all newly conslrtleted dwellings embody central

heating, predominantly gas or oil based systems. So as regards

increased direct contributions to carbon dioxide emissions,
atterltion can effectively lye confined to oil and gas. Actually, the

validity of these statements could depend on the relative prices of

fuels remaining constant, as they ‘,,,,ere within the Household

Budget Survey data, and the subject of price changes will be
returned to.

Oils, with its lower carbon dioxide emissions, is an ahernative

central heating fuel when gas connection is available. For
households within areas sm~,ed by the existing gas grid, availability

may still depend on the type of building containing, or
constituting, the dwelling In apartment blocks, as has I-,ecn

pointed out, not only oil, but also electrical, central heating
systems ‘,,,,ere more frequent in 1994-95 than gas systems. There

may lye several reasons, including the marketing strategy of the gas

industry, but building regulations constraining delivery of gas (or

oil) supplies to apartments and requiring separate boiler houses

nlust be a factor. Otherwise, it is hard to see why electric central

heating is the most frequent system in snlall apartment blocks,
while it is rare in detached, semi-clemched or lerraced houses.

More importantly, availability depends on spatial location.
Access to the gas grid is not available in areas currently considered

rnra], but it is probably tree to suppose flint most new dwelling

construction will occur as new estates of houses or apartments. If
these estates are close to the existing gas grid, as they will be if

they are extensions to current urban areas, connection should not

be a clifficulty. The exploitation of the new gas field off County

Mayo will probal)ly acid considerably to the grid and make pipecl

gas available to some towns currently without access. The
potential Northern Ireland market, as described in Section 3.5, is

relevant in this regard and might make connections to some Io’~vns



in tile Republic’s border regions economically feasible. Even in tile

case of a town, distant from existing grids, a profit inotivated gas
utility could be expected to invest in tile necessary grid extension

if tile potential sales volume justified it. If emissions control was to

be tile totally paranlount policy objective, direct State interventions
might be warranted in some circumstances. Even so, subsidising

grid extensions in cases where tile industry would not otherwise

undertake them, would not nlake sense. LPG also has relatively
low carlyon dioxide emissions and subsidies or other inten, entions

could counter tile lendency, in tile previous section, for it to be

substituted by oil as inconles increase. Where safety considerations

and constructional eonstt~tints, not lack of gas nlain proxinlity, is

tile barrier to connection, regulating for larger apartment blocks, or

grant-aiding provision of regulation conlpliant gas heating in

smaller blocks might be possibilities. BtJt all these interventions

conflict with other Fx)licy objectives and perhaps State involvement
in gas promotion should go no further than ensuring that tile gas

industry is efficient and competitive. Tile industry itself coulcl then

be expected to exlend the grid to ils econonlic optilllUln :llld I0

defend its own interests with tile house/apartnlent construction

industry.

Other State eflons might lye more productively devoted to

reducing emissions in tile renlaining oil using households through
encouraging efficient energy use and consel~,ation nleasures, StlCh

as insulation elc. Scou (1993) found Ihat relatively few households

were aclopting reasonal)ly straightfoi-,vard conservation measures

even Ihough the resulting energy savings and consequent
expenditure i-eductiolls v¢ould nlore than cover tile costs of
adoption. She attributed this market failure to inadequate provision

of information. The 1996 Northern Ireland House Condition Survey
reported a lllUch more positive response there as regards adoption

of conservation measures relevant to heating.
Turning to indirect contributions to emissions, household

electricity use does not contribute to tile problem directly, but tile
generation of that electricity will do go, with the volutne of carbon

dioxide greatest if tile power stations enlploy fossil fuels. The

electricity generation sector is obviously outside tile scope of this
~x~port, but has been covered in Conniffe et al. (1997). All that can
lye considered here is tile contribution tile household sector makes

to demand for electricity. This is substantkfl since it is tile fuel on
which household expenditure is greatest (over 40 per cent of

household energy expenditure). Assuming new household

Iorlnation at tile illtc already specified and a doul)ling of incomes,
tile income elasticity of .35 suggests an 95 per cent increased

electricity dentand. However, it has been stressed that tile elasticity

largely derives fronl increases in tile stocks of electrically powered

appliances ancl that saturation is conceivable. Tile 1994-95

situation was still ",,.,ell short of saturation, but stocks will have
increased since lhen and a dotlbling of income over tile next

decade will probalgly leave vel3, few households without all tile

current electrically powered household alypliances well before
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2010. So ,’in eslinlate of :in 80 per cent increase seems more

plausible. But it nlighl underestinlate. Salui:ltion may not I)e
inevitable, because there must be some likelihood that new

electricity powered appli:mces will be invented and marketed. Nor

can it be known in advance how energy intensive they might be.

AS regards achieving some mitigation of this increased

electricity demand, State interventions to encourage appliance
efficiency and conservation (perhaps especially for apartment

dwellers employing electric central heating) may be worthwhile,

ahhough the issues raised by Scott remain pertinent. She included

installation of low energy light bull)s among the measures she
studied. Interestingly, Ihe 1996 Northern Ireland Survey also fotmd

a relatively low level of adoption of this innovation. It may Ix:

worth mentioning that policy makers should Ix: wary of extensions

to tile free electricily scheme and eslx:cially of increasing tile
numl)er of free units, as this woulcl increase electricity demand and

may well not Ix: a efficient approach to improving the welfare of
the needy. Turning to the price of electricity, Comliffe el al. (1997)

considered the strategy of switching fossil fuel powered electricity

generation to gas powered and calctflated this would increase

electricity price by about 5 per cent. A price increase would
decrease household consumption somewhat, but probably by veW
little. As w,as explained in tile introductoW chapter, price

elasticities cannot be estimated fi’om tile Household Budget

Su~,ey, so there is no direct confimlation of lhis. Hov,,ever, since
household electricity demand derives from possession of

appliances, for most of which there is no sul3stitute fuel, we can

exlx:cl il IO be quile price inelastic.

I)isctlssing price nlarks [In approl)riate point to leave the
emissions policy objective and briefly consider the implicalions of

the HousehoM Budget Survey resuhs lbr tile other objectives. The

objective of minimisation of national energy costs has to be

imerpreted in the context of ix)ssible changes in world fuel prices

and patterns of supply. This implies switching between fuels if
relative prices change substantially. After tile oil price hikes of

1974 and 1979, huge efforls were made to diversify away from oil,
with active encotl~lgelllenl IO burn coal and lerf in tile honle, to

use it lot solid fuel central heating and Ior electricity generation.

(Grants were even i)aid to install fireplaces and chimneys in

houses constructed wilhoul Ihem in the preceding cheap oil era.)
The subsequent I~lll in oil prices and concern ill)out polluted url)an

air changed all thai again. It will Ix: abundantly clear fi’om Ihe

earlier chapters thai the household sector has now I)ecolne velT
dependent on gas, oil and eleclricily. If the emissions policy
objective is tufty the supreme priority, the dependency on gas will

become ever greater through its direct use in households and for

tile generation of household electricity. In these circumstances, the
consequences of a big gas price hike could be jtlst :IS economically

dalnaging :is were the oil price increases ill the past.

Similar conllllents apply to nlaintaining nlilxilntlln sectlrily of"

supply,       gh further     finds around the Irish coast might



help ill Ihis regard. As regards household welfare, il is a quite

lenab]e argumenl Ihal providing income supporl where necessa~,

and prolllolillg efficiency and competition I)elV~,een Ihe V.-lriotlS

fuel suppliers is the best strategy. The objective of mainlenance of

employment in some energy related areas (13ord Na b.’16na, for
examlMe), can have liule value in itself in current Irish

ch’cu msta[1ces of labour shortages, altllough some such

maintenance might follow from a wish to retain a diversity of

energy sources. Here again tile issue of tile priorilies of the

objeelives of minimising cost and securily of supply arise. Nluch

hangs on wheH~er the specifications of the Kyoto agreement are to

be taken as Iruly binding, or as already unaltainable targets.
Although it woukl be much easier to assess tile implications of

I]ndings from the HBS (or any other source) for energy policy if

priorities were clear, it cannot be tile role of this pal=,er to

fonnulale sttch priorities.

Appendix

INSTRUMENTAl. VARIABLES AND ANALYSIS OF MEANS OF
GROUPS OF HOUSEHOLDS

The method of instrumental varialMes (or two stage leasl
squares) was developed by various aulhors, including Gear},

(1949), to cieal with the i)l’ol)lem of an exl)l,’matory variable being

enclogenous+ or subject to errors of nle[lsurelllen[. The standard

regression fornlu[ae are 11oi appropriate tm(ler SLIch circumstances.

l:or the reasons mentioned ill Chapter 4, total exl)enditure is a
I)eIter nle:lsure of "true" or "lollg run" illcome [h.’tn is recorded

household income. However, employing it introduces an elenlent

of endogeneily, because ihe dependent variable (expenditure on
energy) is thetl :1 direct conll)Ollent of the illCOllle measure.

The instlxmaenlal varial)les method requires "instruments" -

variables relaled to total exlYenditur¢ y, but unrelated to tile

dependent variable (here energy expenditure) except through y. In

the simplest case of estimation of :1 linear regression

X = a + b y + e,

suppose one iiasti’umenlal variable z is availal:~le. Tile IV estimator

of b is

- +v)
(-7, - - Y)

The usual regression coefficient would resuh fi’om lakillg Z = y.

Tile eslinlalor Call also be obtained by first regressing y on z tO gel
a function of Z thai predicts y and then regressing x on this

"predictor" of y and hence the term "two stage leasl squares".

When several ilastlllnlental variables Zl,g2,...are avaikdMe, the



l)I’edictor of y is ol)lained by initial reglIeSsion of y on Zl, z2 ,.1.
For the HBS, the instrumental variables derive from tile qualilalive

or ealegorical variables. Suppose, for exalnple, a qualitative

variable has r categories. These define r - I instrumental

variable Zl~Z2,i.z,._l, each of which is a binary (dummy) varial)le
taking the V~lll.leS 0 or 1. Regressing incolne on such variables

provides the predictor of inconle, which replaces income in the

final step of tile IV estimmion procedure. The method seems

complicated, bul is actually nluch more easily performed that1 tile

account suggesls.
Wald (1940) and Bartlett (1949) had suggested an intuitively

l)lausil)le approach Io the prolglem of estimating b in x = a + b y +

e, when tile explanatory variable y is subject to error. They

divided observalions into groups (keeping the number of groups
snlall enough to ensure sizeable ntlllll)ers of obseD/alJons 111 each

group) and then regressed tile group means of x on tile group

me:ms of y using weighted regression. The iclea is thai if Ihe y
values within grouI) i (of size /’/i, say) are aclually uncertain, it is

better to treat tile data as if ni observations had been made at tile

point xi, Yi-The resuhing estimator lot b is

.y_ n,(.v, - 2)(y, -
-

which is easily computed. Now it can be shown by some rather

tedious algebra that the IV estimator, when tile instrumental
variables are derived from camgorical variables, is exactly the same

its that obtained 19}, defining groups by categories (or combinations

of categories) and regressing group means on each other,
weighted by group size. "File more categories are simuhaneously

employed the larger the number of groups and tile smaller tile
numl:~er of households in each group. Obviously the occurrence of

a zero group size must be avoided (the analogue for categorical
variahles of avoiding muhieollinearily with eolllinuous varialgles),
which woukl restrict the numl:x3r of calegorical variables

employable (many combinations of categories 19eing unlikely, such

as high social class and low level of education).

However, there is a nloie important reason to keel) group sizes

quite large and so restrict the nun3l’,er of groups. The Central
Slalislics Office’s inten, iewers spread the survey work over a year.

recording detailed expenditures with one set of households for 14

consecutive days and then moving to tile next set. So there can
obviously Ix~ large seasonal effecls (Chrislmas spending on food

and drink, lot example) that can distorl comparisons between

groups based on snlall numl)ers of households. II is true Ihal for

conlmodities where an individual hotlsehold’s ptlrchases are
infrequent but exl)ensive (an electric cooker, say), the CSO seeks

retrospective dala [¥o111 19elore tile 14 day period, ]3ill seasonal
eJ’fgcts C:111 rem:lhl. For energy expendiltlle, the nlatter is clearly

crucial, since heating and lighling requirements are greater in

Winter. For eleclricily, for example, expenditure is measured in the
HBS on the basis of the ESI3’s bill for tile most recent two month



billing period and the amount will obviously vary v.,ith tile time of

year househokls are interviewed.

Tile solution is IO ensure Illat the group means are all based on
a sttbslantial number of [louseholds reasollably distributed across

tile se[isons. The t’~vo sources of instrtlnlelltal varial)les for the
analyses in this report are a categorisation by deciles of gross

household illconle (note this just uses reported income as a

grouping faclor) and the categorisation Social Group (from

Headers 7 and 17 of Ihe HBS respectively). This double

classification would generale 99 instrumental variables, but some

of the corresponding group means would be based on too few
values, since a Social Group like "Higher I~rofessional" will have

few or no households in the low income groups. On Ihe other

h[llld tile Social Group "l~armers" contains [I wide range of inconle
groups. Obviously, when working with subsets of the survey data

(url)all only, say, or particular household conlpositions, [is ill

Seclion 5.3), the mmlber of groups has to be reduced to maintain

group size. Slandard errors of coefl’icients show corresponding

increases.
Since Ihe inechanics of tile IV eslinlation are identical to

weighled regression of group means, so far :is derivation of

coefficients, standard errors [llld I Vall.leS are concerned, tile

analysis can be l)erfornled by a standard regression package. But
many of the conventional goodness of fit and diagnostic test

crileria usually produced are either llot npplicable or reqtlire

different interprelalion. Some SLIC[I poinls have been noted in tile

reporl.
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